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LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS
For the fifth consecutive year, AC Milan has adopted a communication model able to
describe and explore all its areas and activities.
This is a work that I deem essential also in view of the change that AC Milan
underwent in mid-April, when the transfer of ownership was completed and our Club
could resume its running towards the future.
Social responsibility is a key factor that allows us to catch up with the international
scene which is increasingly pressing companies to be protagonists responsible for the
socio-economic context in which they operate. A message also acknowledged by the
United Nations with the work of the so-called SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
that testifies how highly this theme is regarded.
The Report also stands as an opportunity to explain once more what the change of
ownership has meant for AC Milan and its employees, inspired by passion and in
keeping with a communication model characterized by the utmost transparency.
Once again, the Sustainability Report has availed itself of a digital and interactive
support. It is a journey that starts from figures to then turn them into emotions. A
useful tool for all those who want to discover the Rossoneri universe in all its facets
through the sporting competitions that have seen the First Team on the pitch, the
careful management of the environment, the growing attention to sharing,
engagement, communication, the sports and educational model of the youth sector.
2016/2017 season was not an easy one to manage, but at the same time it helped
strengthening the mentality of a group that was able to pull back from difficult
situations not only on the pitch, but also in the marketing and economic field and in
the relationship with the fans. AC Milan and its people know the standards of
excellence, they know what it takes to achieve success. It is already part of their DNA.
Our Club today is more vibrant than ever, we aim at ambitious goals. Everyone’s goal
is to bring Milan back to football’s international élite, making it a model to imitate,
innovative, engaging, winning.
There is still a long way to go to bring AC Milan back into the world football élite and it
is a challenge that requires our greatest commitment, a very strong but unavoidable
attraction: the history of this Club calls for it. We owe it to the millions of Rossoneri
fans who support the club with their unique passion and loyalty.
Marco Fassone
AC Milan Chief Executive Officer
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AC MILAN NUMBERS AT JUNE 30th, 2017
DATI DI SINTESI 2016/2017

118

30

YEARS OF HISTORY

INTERNATIONAL TROPHIES WON

18

6

NATIONAL TROPHIES WON

BALLON D’ORS

150

25*

EMPLOYEES (INCLUDING INTERNS)

FIRST TEAM PLAYERS

333

28.050

YOUTH ACADEMY PLAYERS (M+W)

KIDS ENGAGED IN THE MILAN ACADEMY

4.000.000

6.000.000

INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS

GOOGLE + FOLLOWERS

24.800.000

6.000.000

FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS

TWITTER FOLLOWERS

Dati di sintesi
*According to the list registered with the Lega Nazionale Professionisti Serie A on 01/02/2017
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THE MILAN GROUP
AC Milan is an Italian professional football club, based in the city of Milan,
which since 1899 has been writing an important part of football history, not
just the Italian one, becoming - especially in the last fifteen years - one of the
strongest and most famous clubs in the world.
Since its birth, the football club has been represented by the colors red and black,
hence the nickname Rossoneri. The colors were chosen by Herbert Kilpin, founder and
first captain of the Club, to represent respectively the fire of the AC Milan devils and
the fear of the opponents in facing them. The red and black colors, accompanied by
the flag of the Duchy of Milan, are also reproduced inside the emblem that has
represented the Club since 1998.
AC Milan has always been committed to responding to its supporters’ expectations,
guaranteeing participation and high levels of competitiveness within the main national
and international football competitions.
Under its belt at international level, AC Milan can boast 7 Champions League wins, 5
European Super Cup wins, 3 Intercontinental Cup wins, 2 UEFA Cup Winners' Cups
and 1 FIFA Club World Cup. At national level, AC Milan is the second most titled club
with 18 league titles, 5 Coppa Italia and 7 Italian Supercup wins.
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The 48 trophies won (30 domestic and 18 international) are the result of the Group's
constant drive for excellence and a business management model that aims to create
value for all its stakeholders. The Milan Group has as its sole objective the running of
sports activities and in particular, the training, preparation and management of
football teams, as well as the promotion and organization of competitions,
tournaments and any other football activity in general, with the purposes and in
compliance with the rules and directives provided for by the Italian Football Federation
FIGC and its agencies.
Against such a backdrop, the main activities carried out by the Group are linked to the
Club's corporate management, the organization of sporting events, the technical and
athletic management of staff and players. AC Milan aims to maximize the value of
economic, human, material and immaterial resources, including especially the Brand,
the image of the First Team, television and media sports rights and sponsorships.

Winning mentality, excellence, generosity and responsibility are values which form
part of the Milan Group’s DNA – values that we wish to share with all our
stakeholders.
We firmly believe that living and working with these principles in mind is the key to
achieving success in sport and life in general.
Therefore, the approach that the Group has defined to create value is to be
considered as well-established, with its constant focus on maintaining a relationship of
trust with the stakeholders through:
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•

the compliance with the principles set out in the Club's Code of Ethics and in
the Organizational Model and its related policies;

•

the maintenance of an outward-looking approach, through the communication
and dialogue activities that the Club carries out to involve and monitor the
sentiment and expectations of the stakeholders;

•

the adoption of an integrated sustainability approach in all the business
activities that enabled the creation of a business model with a strong focus on
the economic, social and environmental impact of the Club’s activities, whose
performances are reported each year in the Sustainability Report.

Each action is planned and implemented in full compliance with the Group’s internal
principles, values and regulations, as well as with the UEFA Financial Fair Play
regulations.
In addition, the Milan Group actively participates in the development of the systems
and infrastructures within football, with representatives taking part in events at
institutional headquarters and workshops held by major football governing bodies,
both nationally and internationally:

National Bodies

International
Bodies

•

FIGC and Lega Nazionale Professionisti Serie A

•

President of the Lega Nazionale Professionisti Serie A

•

FIFA

•

UEFA

•

ECA: the only independent body representing European football
clubs.
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SUSTAINABILITY FOR AC MILAN
Sustainability is an essential part of the DNA of the Milan Group, which in 2012
started a path towards sustainability.
Thanks to this path, the Group has defined its long-term Corporate Social
Responsibility strategy and implemented tools and management systems to support
the planning, monitoring and measuring of performances.
Building on its strong will to manage AC Milan's sustainability policies and projects in a
coordinated and organic manner and to increasingly integrate sustainability within the
entire value chain, in 2014 the Group defined an internal function dedicated to
managing and monitoring all sustainability-related issues.
The CSR function, in fact, represents the point of reference for internal and external
stakeholders both for the definition and development of environmental and social
responsibility policies and activities.
The result of this process is the annual publication of the Sustainability Report which
demonstrates the Group's desire to constantly improve its way of doing business and
to create and maintain ever more direct and transparent relationships with our
stakeholders.
The Sustainability Report provides a broad overview of all the policies, management
practices and activities of the Milan Group, with a view to communicating, in a
transparent manner, all the performances related to economic, social and
environmental issues as well as the progress regarding the targets the Group has set
for itself.
Now in its fifth consecutive edition, the Sustainability Report is the tool the Milan
Group uses to communicate and report in detail the results achieved and the
performance relating to sustainability issues.
This edition aims to highlight the ongoing commitment of the Group towards its most
important stakeholders, such as the players, fans and the community, and the
impacts along the whole value chain, both the positive ones, with the aim of
enhancing the benefits created, and the negative ones in order to monitor and
minimize them in the long run.
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Materiality analysis
The 2016/2017 Sustainability Report covers sustainability issues relevant to both the
Group and its stakeholders, building on the results of the materiality analysis.
The materiality analysis was updated through an internal process that involved the AC
Milan management team in an assessment survey on sustainability issues evaluated
from the dual perspective of the Group and of its stakeholders.
In order to take into account the latter’s expectations, we plan to extend the scope of
the analysis to external stakeholders.
As part of the materiality analysis, the list of stakeholders was updated with new
categories: police forces, Key Opinion Formers (KOF), the Glorie del Milan, Lega Serie
B and other football leagues (eg: Lega Pro).
The stakeholder “Portello and Zona 8 communities in Milan” was renamed “The city of
Milan” with a view to emphasize the Group’s commitment and attention for the whole
city of Milan.
Here below the list of the Milan Group stakeholders:
The Milan Group stakeholders
Fans
Shareholders
FIGC-registered personnel and contractors
First-team players
Milan Glorie
Youth academy players
Commercial partners
Sports institutions (FIFA, UEFA, FIGC, ECA)
Community
Media and Key Opinion Formers (KOF)
Soccer schools
Lega Serie A
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The Milan Group stakeholders
Lega Serie B and other football leagues
Families of youth academy players
Schools, universities and Research Centres
Suppliers
Public Administration
Police forces
City of Milan

Below is a materiality index showing the most relevant issues.
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For each relevant issue set out in the Materiality Analysis, we identified the potential
risks and opportunities related to the business, the impacts, both positive and
negative, on both the external and internal stakeholders of the Group in a long-term
perspective.
Below is the analysis of key Milan Group issues and their internal and external impact.
Macro-area

GOVERNANCE
AND INTEGRITY

ECONOMIC
RESPONSIBILITY

Issue

Internal
Impact

External Impact

Ethics and integrity in business
management

Milan Group

-

Corporate Governance

Milan Group

-

Relations with institutions and
regulatory bodies, external
relations

Milan Group

-

Sponsor relations

Milan Group

-

Economic and financial
sustainability

Milan Group

-

Economic and social indirect
impacts

Organisation of sporting events

First-team ethics and behaviour

RESPONSIBILITY Direct interaction with fans
TOWARDS FANS

Matchday safety and security

Milan Group
Fondazione Milan
Milan Group

-

Sports institutions

San Siro Stadium Lega calcio
Footballers
Milan Group
SLO
Milan Group
San Siro Stadium

-

-

Police forces

Tickets availability and purchasing Milan Group
Commercial
modes
San Siro Stadium partners

HUMAN
RESOURCES

Milan Group

Diversity

Fondazione Milan

Corporate Welfare

Milan Group
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-

-

Macro-area

Internal
Impact

Issue

External Impact

Fondazione Milan

Employees’ health and safety

Milan Group’s
and Fondazione
Milan employees
Milan Group

Resource development

Fondazione Milan

-

-

Sports institutions
Milan Group
Fondazione Milan Lega calcio

Promotion of sport

San Siro Stadium Soccer schools
Sports institutions
Women’s soccer

Milan Group

Lega calcio
Soccer schools

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

Fans
Legality, anti-discrimination and
fight against racism

Milan Group
Footballers

Sports institutions
Lega calcio

Social inclusion

Youth education

Milan Group

-

Milan Group

Schools and
universities
Players’ families

ENVIRONMENTAL
Direct environmental impact
RESPONSIBILITY
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Milan Group
San Siro Stadium

-

1.

OUR FOOTBALLERS

One of the most important elements for AC Milan is represented by the players
who wear its jersey. Therefore, we invest in the development of our footballers
to create a qualified team, both physically and mentally trained, to meet the
challenges of today's football, also thanks to a proven educational model that
we apply within our youth academy.

First Team
In the 2016-2017 season, the AC Milan first team could rely on the performances of
25 players, 4 more than the previous season and 8 coming through the Club’s youth
academy. The captain’s armband was retained by Riccardo Montolivo until he got
injured (ACL injury) during the Italian national team match against Spain on 6th
October 2016. Ignazio Abate was confirmed as vice-captain but due to an injury in his
left eye occurred in late February, the armband was assigned from time to time to the
player with the greatest number of caps with the red and black jersey.
The head coach for the 2016/2017 season with a two-year contract was Vincenzo
Montella who then renewed his contract on 30th May 2017. Montella’s starting line-up
stood out for the presence of young Italian talents.
The most important achievement of the season was the Supercoppa Italiana win in
Doha on December 23. AC Milan, TIM Cup finalist in the 2015-2016 season, defeated
the 2015-2016 League title-winning Juventus FC at the Jassim Bin Hamad Stadium.
The Rossoneri pulled off a 5-4 shootout victory over the Bianconeri after the 1-1 draw
reached in the regular and extra time with goals by Chiellini and Bonaventura. The
decisive play was a fine save by Gianluigi Donnarumma on Dybala’s penalty, a
technical gesture that allowed the then seventeen-year-old player to show off his
talent on the international scene.
AC Milan ended the first leg in third place with 39 points, after playing the rescheduled
match against Bologna which had been postponed due to the Supercoppa
commitment.
The change of ownership took place in April. Silvio Berlusconi left Milan after 31
years and the 99.93% stake was taken over by Yonghong Li. The closing was on April
13 shortly before 2pm.
Saturday, April 15, 2017 will go down in history as the first derby under the Chinese
management. At San Siro in addition to President Yonghong Li, also the new CEO
Marco Fassone and the head of the technical department Massimiliano Mirabelli are
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seen for the first time. It is the beginning of a period of great transformation that
also involve the First Team. The players, meanwhile, managed to end
championship in sixth place with 63 points which thrusted the club back onto
European stage after three years. This season, AC Milan was also the team with
lowest average age of all Serie A with 25.2 years.

will
the
the
the

From May 30, the new owners focuses on the transfer market which ushers in the socalled "formal things" era.
The first team trains at the Milanello training ground in Carnago, in the province of
Varese. The training programme includes both gym sessions and technical/tactical
sessions on the pitch, as well as video sittings where the team gets ready for next
matches by analysing the opponents’ moves.
Throughout the season, the First Team, together with the coaching, medical and other
staff, also takes part in several social initiatives.
On May 26, 2017, in particular, coach Montella and the players met Briantea84, the
team "adopted" by AC Milan that won the 1st Fourth Category Championship
dedicated to people with cognitive and relational disabilities, promoted by the FIGC
and the Lega Calcio Serie A, Serie B and Lega Pro. The champions, who played all the
matches wearing red and black jerseys, had the chance to visit Milanello, attend a
training session, meet their "colleagues" and celebrate with them the win on the pitch
[picture]. The Briantea84 team, together with the AC Ossona Special team, was a
guest at San Siro on 19 February 2017 on the occasion of the match Milan v.
Fiorentina: before the game they were taken on a tour around the stadium, while
during the break, they got on the pitch to greet the public.
In keeping with the tradition, the team also visited paediatric wards at local hospitals
and the Milanello sports center opened its door to disadvantaged people and let them
meet the players. Besides their work on the pitch, the players and the coach also
attend meetings with sponsors.
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KPI 2016/2017
KPI
FIGC-registered professionals in
the first team
FIGC-registered first-team
footballers
First-team coaching staff
First-team medical staff
First-team scouting staff

Number of nations represented
by the First Team

Footballers coming through the
Youth Academy and integrated
within the First Team

2016/2017

2015/2016

44

40

25*

28

8

7

10

10

5

n.d.

NOTES

List registered with Lega Calcio
on 1/02/2017
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ITALY - SPAIN - JAPAN ARGENTINA - CHILE - PARAGUAI
NEW KPI
- COLOMBIA - SLOVAKIA CROATIA - BRAZIL - FRANCE

8

DONNARUMMA - CUTRONE PLITZARI - ABATE - ANTONELLI NEW KPI
DE SCIGLIO - CALABRIA –
LOCATELLI
16/7/2016 BORDEAUX MILAN;

Non-official matches: friendly
matches throughout the season

14/8/2016 FREIBURG MILAN;
4

5

3/09/2016 BORNEMOUTH
MILAN; 08/10/2016 CHIASSO
MILAN
TORURNEE USA: ICC USA;

Non-official matches:
international tournaments

3

2

27/07/16 BAYERN MONACO
MILAN;
30/07/16 LIVERPOOL MILAN;
03/08/16 CHEALSEA MILAN;

Non-official matches: trophies

1

3

TIM TROPHY - SASSUOLO E
CELTA VIGO

Official competitions

3

2

SERIA A; TIM CUP; SUPERCOPPA
ITALIANA
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Health and Antidoping
KPIs

2016/2017

Anti-doping test sessions

51

Anti-doping tests carried out on first-team players

49

Anti-doping tests with positive results

0

Youth Academy
The AC Milan youth academy is considered to be one of the best breeding grounds
both nationally and internationally.
Over the years, the Club’s youth academy has trained footballers who have gone on to
play for AC Milan first team and many other top Italian and foreign clubs.

Growth and training
The AC Milan Youth Academy features 333 players, 30 of whom are
professional footballers.
The 14 youth-academy sides of season 2016-2017 are followed by their
respective coaching staff and train at the Vismara training ground in Milan,
which is also where they play their home games.
Starting from last season, the youth academy welcomed a new team on board.
The Primavera team, instead, train at the Milanello training ground – a key
asset not only for the AC Milan Club but also for the whole Italian football
system – which also hosts the First Team’s training sessions.
The AC Milan Youth Academy can also boast an ad-hoc Video Department,
made up of of five coaches whose job is to analyse footage and data from
training sessions and matches of both our competitive and grassroots teams,
as well as any other side considered of interest from a tactical and technical
point of view.
Video analysis is regarded as an important learning tool for players and
coaches.
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KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

Youth academy footballers

333

311

Boys

274

-

Girls

59

-

Professional footballers in the youth academy

30

37

303

274

Non-professional footballers in the youth academy
Youth academy teams

Nationality of youth academy footballers

14

13

Italy, Ivory Coast,
Morocco,
Colombia, Guinea,
Romania, Ghana,
Ukraine, the
Togolese
Republic, Bosnia
and Herzegovina,
Philippines,
Senegal, Bulgaria

Italy, Albania, Senegal,
Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Brazil, Republic of Mali,
Ghana, Romania, Ivory
Coast, Montenegro,
Bolivia, Spain, Ukraine,
Great Britain, Guinea,
Philippines, Bulgaria,
Morocco, India, the
Togolese Republic

The Youth Academy’s Sports Results
The 2016/2017 Season featured a sporting event-packed schedule.

All the teams, except for the Pulcini 2009 and the Femminile 2007/2008
categories, participated in the championship dedicated to their specific
category, in addition to engaging in several friendly matches and in
tournaments and memorial matches in Italy and abroad.
The sports results achieved by the teams were mixed.
The Primavera U19 saw the qualification in the national championship
playoffs fade away on the last match-day (Milan v. Cesena, 13/05/2017), while
the Allievi U17, after having ranked third in their group, were defeated by
Sassuolo in the first playoff match held on 21.05.2017. The U15s, who ranked
third in their group, defeated Novara in a double playoff match thus getting
through to the final eight which featured another double game this time
against Roma. The team was beaten by an objectively stronger and more
complete team losing 1-0 on the Vismara ground and obtaining a 2-2 draw in
the away match in Rome.
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THE U16S WERE THE REAL SURPRISE PACK
The U16s were instead the real surprise pack. Finished fourth in their group
behind Atalanta, Inter and Cesena, after a difficult start of the season, coach
Lupi’s boys played the second part of the second round, the playoffs and the
final four with excellent quality, according to our game principles and the
soccer proposal required by our training program.
The win the team got in the eighth Memorial Stefano Gusella, the tournament
played in Piedmont during the Easter break, turned out to be decisive, as they
became aware of the fact they could win also by adopting a not exclusively
result-oriented approach, thus triggering a motivation-awarenesseffectiveness virtuous circle which is key for learning.
In the playoffs, the U16s defeated Juventus 5-0, Inter 5-0 in an away match,
Atalanta in a double challenge winning 3-1 at home and losing 2-1 away from
home, making it to the final four. During the event held in Romagna, the
young footballers secured the title of Italian Champions defeating Genoa 1-0
in the semi-final and prevailing over Roma 5-2 in the final hosted in the
Manuzzi stadium in Cesena on June 23, 2017.
The result is even more important if seen as a fundamental training tool and
as the crowning achievement of a well-done job.

Integrated Methodological Approach
The goal of the Youth Academy is to train the players for the First Team or,
more generally, to mould an advanced player who knows how to adapt to the
various requests he will find in professional football.
It is our professional duty to create the conditions so that every talent can fully
fulfil his potential. It should be emphasized that the methodological approach
does not create talent but accompanies it. It is the very method, being it a
flexible instrument, that has to fit the uniqueness of any single talent (player).
The thinking behind our methodological approach starts from the assumption
that everything that happens to the player during the performance, then in the
game, produces a technical result, which we call 'technical effectiveness'.
This effectiveness is determined by a combination of tactical, physical-athletic,
emotional, mental and relational aspects that, by interacting with each other,
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allow us to rate the player’s performance in the game, according to our
performance model which, as mentioned above, has a mainly instructive
purpose.
Having said that, it is clear that all the aspects must be taken into account
while planning, implementing and subsequently readjusting the training plan.
This constant planning must take into account what we observe in the player,
in the game and therefore in the context in which he acts.
To that end, we have set up a Coordination Department led by Edgardo
Zanoli which aims to make all the Youth Academy staff and different
areas communicate with each other in a participatory and proactive
way, with a view to sharing the general intervention strategies but also their
opinions and making their contribution to the development of the
methodological approach.
The topics discussed can be proposed by the Coordination Department itself,
by the staff or by a single member of it.
The term Coordination identifies, both the training approach and the people
composing it, namely the Technical Coordinator, the Head of the Athletic Area
and the Head of the Youth Academy.
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Below is the working plan in a typical week related to Competitive Teams
(from U19 to U15):
MONDAY: the Video Area analyzes the games recorded in the weekend and
prepares the clips on which the coaches and the Coordination Department will
work with the teams and the players.
TUESDAY morning: viewing and analyzing the videoclips of matches with the
teams’ staff. The clips can be proposed by the Coordination Department, by
individual areas or by coaches.
Afternoon: training.
WEDNESDAY morning: various topics are discussed, technical, tactical,
athletic, mental, regarding our teams and our players. The topics can be
suggested by the Coordination Department or by the individual areas.
Afternoon: training.
THURSDAY morning, about once or twice a month: New training drills
are presented in the classroom and then tested on the pitch.
Afternoon: training.
FRIDAY early afternoon: the Coordination Department and the staff meet
to discuss and take stock of the current week, in the presence of the Pitch and
Residence Psycho-pedagogical Team. In this meeting we discuss the players’
issues that affect performance on the pitch. afternoon: training.

In addition to training sessions on the pitch, the staff members also propose
video-analysis sessions with their team, either adressing a group of players
with a specific position on the field of play or individual players, for educational
purposes, once or twice a the week.
All the morning training sessions are also open to the other professional figures
involved in the players’ development.
Discussion and debate is therefore a building block of the training process and
develops according to horizontal dynamics, and not in the classic top-down
logic, thus favoring a proactive work approach.
We believe that in order to create a path able to guarantee talent growth
(Human Capital) it is necessary to increase the level of competence of adults
(Human Capital) that contribute to the player’s very training and development.
Again from a training perspective, we ask our teams to play a game based
on ball possession as we believe that this mode takes into account the fact that
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learning takes place through the repetition of gestures (quantitative aspect)
but that such learning can only happen through experience in specific
situations (situated learning), i.e. engaging the player from the cognitive point
of view through, for example, continuous requests that call into question the
ability and response rate and that take into account the many stimuli to which
players must respond during the game (qualitative aspect).
To that end, the Athletic Area led by Prof. Domenico Gualtieri, thanks to the
use of GPS technology, has defined the performance model of our teams (from
the U19 to the U15), making the data available to the other areas so that they
could take them into account in planning the training activity.
Let's train as if we were playing and play the way we train!
In fact, depending on the age groups, the workouts envisage an 80% use of
the ball in the training session.
Training takes into account some key elements that help learning:
Motivation

to be motivated, the young player must continuously receive
new stimuli and therefore the exercises must change with a
certain frequency

Awareness

The player needs to understand why he is asked to perform a
certain exercise and what are the objectives of the very
exercise

Effectiveness

Checking on individual and collective progress allows the young
players to keep motivation high in performing training plans,
thus generating a virtuous circle that helps learning

The macro-principles that constitute the backbone of our teaching method are:
- the occupation of spaces
- play times
- the numerical condition
These principles are determined by the following variables:
- ball
- opponents
- teammates
Again for educational reasons we have split the game into 5 playing phases:
3 ball possession phases:
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- Construction
- Management
- Shooting
2 non-possession phases:
- Reaction to the lost ball
- Organized defensive phase
It is clear that, as part of our methodological approach, these phases cannot
be considered separately.
Keeping complexity together is a goal that must be sought in every training
session. In other words we start from the game and its complexity and then
eventually break it down and simplify things (but not too much) to encourage
learning by young players.
In fact, there can be no real learning if not experienced in a real
situation.

The Psycho-pedagogical Team Activity
The integrated methodological approach provides for the integration of all
areas of work: Technical-Tactical area, Athletic area, Social, Educational and
Psychological Areas.

The psycho-pedagogical service provided by the AC Milan Youth Academy
features two teams that work respectively on the pitch and inside the
residence that houses some youth players.
The Pitch Team is made up of five professional figures: 2 psychotherapists,
1 psychologist, 1 pedagogist, 1 educator. Also two trainees participate in
the work of the Team.
They carries out several activities which can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning, developing and managing educational and performanceoriented actions
Planning and performing ad-hoc training sessions
Updating the players' personal file
Drafting the match evaluation forms
Monitoring the school performance
Planning, analysing and assessing the tools adopted
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Mentoring, monitoring and managing individual players and taking care
of special situations
• Supporting, mentoring and training the coaching staff
• Relations with the families
• Participation in training and refresher courses at other Elite Sports Clubs
(specifically, the Team has been part of the mission with the athletic and
nutrition area at RCD Espanyol and FC Barcelona in order to get to know
the management of psycho-educational services of the two clubs and
reporting about our activities with a view to share the best practices. We
met the Espanyol psychologist and explored the 360° Masia Method with
the Head of the Player Care Service at FC Barcelona, SIAE).
In order to plan, implement and monitor these activities, the Pitch Team met
on a monthly basis and, depending on specific needs, fortnightly.
•

To help understand the Team’s work, some insights will be presented on three
specific activities, with a focus on both grassroots and competitive activities:
•
•
•
•
•

supporting, mentoring and training the coaching staff
supporting and mentoring the team
supporting the development of the single player
defining training initiatives for team groups
establishing the relationship with families.

SUPPORTING AND MENTORING THE TECHNICAL STAFF

Grassroots activity
Working with the grassroots activity staff (including women's teams)
basically meant interfacing with the head coach. The first part of the season
was devoted to observation and mutual knowledge (both of the working
methods of each individual staff and of the peculiarities of each age group),
while the second part of the season was devoted to interventions on the
objectives shared with the head coach and assistant coach.
Specifically, with regard to the categories from 2010 to 2005, the dialogue with
the coaches (also through an initial and an intermediate stage) mainly
provided an occasion for listening and sharing, supporting the reading of the
different situations as a whole (for example regarding the relational and
communication styles adopted, the management of the group, the relationship
with the parents...) and action proposals targeting individual situations
including the most problematic ones.
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The training initiatives promoted in collaboration with the Fondazione Milan
involved the team and their respective staff and were an opportunity to share
real solidarity experiences and promote key individual and social values
(diversity, respect for others, supportive relationship, generosity, collaboration,
the value of each other’s limits and potential, the issue of error and
correction...) also underpinning the sporting practice that athletes perform on
a daily basis.
The educational dimension behind the sporting activity carried out in these age
groups appeared as more evident and direct, representing a right occasion to
affirm and consolidate key values and educational targets, for the purpose of
training the young players. The process we started allows scope for
development and stresses the need for medium-long term planning.
Compared to the two older categories of the Giovanissimi Professionisti A and
B, working with the staff mostly involved support to the head coach, through a
constant presence in training sessions and league games. Starting from the
proactive observation of the group dynamics, the ways in which the staff relate
to the players and how the players relate to each other in different moments of
their performance, as well as some episodes that occurred during the season
(both on and off the pitch), we discussed the issues with the coach to assess
which were the most suitable actions/relational modes to be performed.
There were several well-planned ad-hoc meetings to take stock of the team
situation or to report about the players’ or the staff’s feedbacks.
Competitive Activity
As for the competitive activity, in the wake of the path launched in recent
years, the team has actively contributed to promoting and implementing a real
and effective integration between the different areas, in line with the
Integrated Method understood as a link and systemic development between
the different dimensions involved in the sporting activity: technical-tactical,
physical-athletic, health, socio-relational, mental and cognitive dimensions.
Shifting the focus from the psychologist-coach relationship to the promotion
and enhancement of the staff work, has meant acting on different fronts: if on
the one hand we helped apply "professional knowledge" on the different
individual situations that from time to time emerged in the meetings, on the
other we tried to encourage the development of greater relational and
collaboration skills in the adults involved; in both cases, starting from a
constant link with the technical coordination team and the issues that emerged
in the methodological meetings.
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The different moments of discussion, more or less formal and structured, have
become a "means" to raise and develop awareness of the common work in
every professional, as well as to favour the multidisciplinary integration that
we have been trying to build for a long time.
SUPPORTING AND MENTORING THE TEAM

Grassroots activity
The initial support to the different groups was aimed at building a relationship
and mutual knowledge. This meant a presence on the pitch during training and
at the weekend match, which was better defined in the second part of the
season with different modes depending on the different age groups.
For the youngest groups and the girls, the presence of a Pitch Team member
kept quite a low profile thus preferring a more indirect action towards the team
over a more resolute action of support and back-up to the staff, urging
particularly the head coach to act first-hand on the group.
As for the two older categories, the support activity to the group was focused
on helping the youngsters to set the team targets at the beginning of the
season and on assessing, at the end of it, what worked and what did not in the
teaching strategy implemented.
Competitive activity
The work of the Season was oriented to focus on performance involving more
the team as a group than as individual players, i.e. listening, assessing and
dealing with the possible issues and specific needs of the team, of the staff, of
each coach and of each single player.
The team tried to align the objectives and reflections made within the
Coordination meeting with the Staff and with the team through a continuous
support work, feedback and discussion to promote the common project.
Below are the activities carried out in the teams throughout the season:
•
•
•

Support to the management of players on the pitch (Training):
working on communication and motivation
Sharing the proposed approach to the game with the Staff during the
week
Support to the communication/relational mode with the team after
the matches (immediately after the match and/or first training
session after the match)
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•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Support
in
the
management
of
video-analysis
moments:
communication planning (effectiveness and objectives), comments
management, listening to the players' point of views
Pre-match management support: the coach's and the staff's approach
to the relationship with the young players
Support in the management of the half-time break: time,
relational/communication mode
Support in handling the team’s specific needs throughout the season
(unity, overlapping of activities such as school, homesickness, etc.)
Support in building a successful mindset, stepping up competitive grit
in training and during games consistent with the team environment
and the championship played
Support to the staff with respect to the phases of the team’s life cycle
with particular attention to the youngsters who spent shorter time out
on the picth
Relaxation sessions intended for sub-groups
Ideomotor training sessions intended for sub-groups

SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF EACH SINGLE PLAYER

Great players are only made through a path of educational-relational growth
that goes hand in hand with the technical-football one. This process, long and
complex, is only possible by building a synergy between all the adult figures
involved in the path, that is: the coaches, the Club, the family, the staff and
the player himself.
Supporting the development of a youth player therefore means working with
all these subjects. To carry out its job, the Psycho-pedagogical Team avails
itself of 4 tools:
v

MEETINGS, aimed at “aligning” the players’ point of view with the
Technical Staffs’ with the following objectives:
o Explain and show the youth player the importance of the Staff work
with the presence of different areas
o Start a path that makes these meetings regular in order to help
interpersonal relationships with dedicated moments and with the idea
of getting a feedback/evaluation, not judgmental but rather cognitive,
which is an integral part of a player’s professional career
o Promote a better knowledge of the youth player by the Staff
o Support the player’s path to self-awareness
o Start a collection of information to draw up a thorough and userfriendly "player file"
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v

MATCH EVALUATION FORM
The match evaluation form is a tool allowing to apply the integrated
work at an operational level. It is an easy tool devised with the
contribution from all the different areas and used by the different staff
members. Regarding the mental area, in addition to the team-related
entry linked to collaboration, there are two entries identified for the
evaluation of individual players, a more relational one and another more
focused on the emotional aspect: the proactive attitude, which is the
level of commitment shown by the youth player, being proactive, active,
having and taking the initiative during the game in the different phases
of the game and the ability to master one’s emotions in both positive and
negative situations related to the individual player and to the team; this
aspect refers to the ability of refreshing their brain at a cognitive level
without losing effectiveness in the game.
In addition to being the result of a shared work for the evaluation of the
game, this form was also designed as a work tool to be used by the staff
for planning purposes and to weigh the performance of individual
players.
After discussing it with the Technical Coordination Department, it was
deemed useful to introduce an evaluation tool for the players: the selfevaluation form. Evaluation of one's own performance, of one’s
teammates’ and of the team’s as a whole, with a view to raise selfawareness as well as awareness of the group.
Such a tool also allows to monitor and develop knowledge of game
concepts and principles. The tool was at first tested for a while with the
Allievi Nazionali before considering the possibility of extending it to the
other categories.
From the methodological point of view, after the game every player,
even those who did not go out on the pitch, were filling the selfevaluation form with respect to their own performance and the team’s.
The aim was to create a moment of individual reflection on one's own
performance, expressing, through specific technical and tactical terms
and not generic ones, one's own evaluation and helping the process of
learning/improving the principles characterizing the game proposal of the
AC Milan Youth Academy.
The work produced interesting results and was considered useful by the
players and the staff. In prospect, it is necessary to devise staff feedback
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modes meant to enhance the player’s analysis by encompassing the
point of view of adults in order to spark a debate.

v

INTEGRATED EXERCISE
During the season, we tested an integrated field activity also meant
to train mental functions, starting from the needs collected by the
Competitive Activity Staff and by exchanging views with the
methodological coordinator.
The intervention was given a “time-space focus” and consequently
involved the role of the attacker first and of the defender then.
Integration lies in implementing some exercises already carried out with
interventions that allowed for a targeted solicitation of some mental
functions considered significant in terms of performance and
development of the player and the game.
From an operational point of view, the exercise was built as follows:

-

Definition of the objective and detailed planning of integrated
exercises

-

Presentation of the experiment at the Technical Coordination meeting
Testing on the field (1 per category), with the collection of
effectiveness indicators and of the experiences from the players and
the operators involved

-

Observation and reflection upon the differences related to the age
groups and competitive level of the teams, with feedbacks to be
provided during the technical coordination meeting.
From the methodological point of view, the following aspects were taken
into account:

-

The exercise lasts 30 minutes just as all the other planned and
scheduled activities which are consistent with the team’s needs

-

Coordinating field interventions with players

-

Collecting effectiveness-related information

Favoring the fluidity of the exercise to avoid dead times and/or
interruptions
Collecting information on the players’ experiences and point of views
The exercise aims at:

-

Training the player to stay focused on the action at a double level:
• Main: performing the attack play
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• Secondary: keeping the eye for goal throughout the play

-

Training the player’s ATTENTION to:
• Stay focused despite the changing variables
• Keep an excellent focus on the play

-

Improving the “eye for goal” in the long run

-

Selectively shifting attention on technical/tactical aspects

Developing greater awareness of the ongoing play while maintaining
immediacy and speed
Improving attention shifting onto the main focus (variability of the
play keeping the secondary focus).

The players appeared intrigued by the activity and especially by the possibility
of exercising a mental part on the pitch. The players involved were 17 in all
(12 attackers and 5 defenders of the goal) and the interesting outcome in
psychological terms was the greater awareness developed by the players
(especially in the Categoria Primavera) while they were doing the exercise.
Specifically, at the end of the execution, the players seemed to have developed
(as it came out from the following executions of the very exercise):

-

A clearer understanding of the different phases of play
A better understanding of the concepts of attention,
fluidity of play and immediacy.

The above is striking as the dimensions stimulated concern concepts already
known and assimilated, but perhaps the fact of not "training" them on the field
in a specific and conscious way could make them pass for a "cognitive"
learning without integration and harmonization in terms of motor schemes,
priorities in the play and immediacy.
Another aspect not to be underestimated is that, even after a week, the focus
on the goal is still present and spontaneously gets the players to autonomously
go over the concepts trained. On the one hand, this information leads us to
believe that the integrated exercise aims at stimulating football aspects
considered significant while on the other hand it seems to carry a value in
terms of learning.
If, after a single 30-minute experimental session, the concepts spontaneously
come back to the players’ mind then it also means that learning is still having
an impact by seeking new "anchors" in subsequent experiences.
DEFINING TRAINING INITIATIVES FOR TEAM GROUPS
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The reason why we propose different initiatives other than the mere sports
practice is that we believe the training path undertaken with the young players
can be enriched by a further opportunity, which in line with the overall sporting
project, develops the following values:
a. Getting to know, meeting and discovering the value of the other,
being this a mate and/or an opponent (in this latter case "the others"
are people from a different sporting context, who find themselves in
particular, difficult or uncomfortable situations, etc.) with a view to
realize that diversity is not a negative thing but can be a source of
mutual enrichment (give and take as something to be experienced in
real terms).
b. discovering the value of collaboration understood as the need of the
other person, of the relationship with the other (which corresponds to
the theme of being a team on the pitch, helping each other and one’s
teammate)
c. hence the theme of knowledge and respect (the other is different from
me, I do not know him and as long as he remains a stranger to me,
he cannot become a resource)
d. understand that difficulties, limits and even mistakes may not be an
impediment, they are not a condition to be removed but rather an
opportunity to grow, they can even help to better deal with the
situations on the pitch.
We did not want to create something exceptional, extemporaneous and aimed
at provoking an emotion on the spur of the moment, but rather to offer an
educational experience consistent with the current sporting project: the
training of the young football player. It was equally evident that a careful and
smart mentoring work from all the adults involved (technical staff in the first
place) was key to the success of the proposal.
In order to make the initiatives effective, the activities have been conceived
and proposed as a unitary gesture of the whole youth academy (Competitive
and Grassroots Activities), of course differentiated by age and category
(identifying a specific theme linked to the proposed initiative); moreover,
gestures are not ends in themselves (the good Christmas deed) but can have
continuity and therefore are:
-shared with the Staff
-prepared with the teams
-performed in the presence of the whole staff
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-reproposed as part of an additional occasion for in-depth analysis
and/or feedback with an aim to give continuity to the path.

Grassroots activity
Building on these premises, the collaboration with the AC Milan Foundation
enabled us to identify a few contexts where to experiment with such an
activity, including Sport for Change (interventions in favour of social inclusion
aimed at preventing or addressing deviant behavior or social exclusion), Sport
for All (sport as a social bonding agent even in the face of disabilities,
promoting access and support to sports practice in inclusive environments for
disabled children).
The next step was to identify and share with all the staff of the Grassroots
Activity the needs and/or the possible areas of interest of their team and then
select the areas and the possible initiatives among those suggested by the AC
Milan Foundation.
With regard to the youngest sides (Piccoli Amici maschile 2009 together with
Pulcini femminile 2007 and 2008 and Pulcini maschile 2007 together with
Pulcini Femminile 2005 and 2006) the need and the usefulness to promote an
initiative able to educate the kids to respect differences with particular
attention to the female figure, in this case the girls who play football.
The direct objectives of the initiatives were:
•
•

understanding the commitment and dedication the girls from
women's teams put on the pitch during matches
encouraging positive cheering and highlighting the
importance of support for the success of the game.

The indirect objectives were:
•
•

removing gender differences in football, which are often still
consciously and unconsciously perceived
the understanding of common goals and passions.

Below is the programme carried out also in collaboration with the Milan
Foundation:
•

2009 men’s and 2007-08 women’s teams initiative on the theme of
RESPECT (starting from the representations, expectations, their
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sports experiences as individual players and as a team) through a
shared moment and joint work (boys and girls divided into groups)
aimed at producing posters with drawings, images and phrases.
• 2007 men’s and 2005-06 women’s teams initiative on the theme of
RESPECT: the boys were called to watch the girls’ championship
game from the sidelines. Before the game, the boys met to organize
a "Positive cheering" initiative with the creation of posters and
slogans.
• 2006 – 2008 participation in the Food Drive (national event on
November 26), preceded by a presentation meeting; 45 people took
part including children and parents + 9 including managers and
coaches. Then the initiative was discussed in the classroom (also the
parents of the 2008 categories took part in the initiative).
• 2005: visit and meeting at the Vismara Don Gnocchi Center for
Disabled People and following meeting with team and staff in the
classroom.
• 2003 and 2004: meeting and training with a group of youngsters
from the Sport for Change programme (aimed at fighting against
school drop-outs) of the Limbiate unit.
• 2004 women’s category: meeting and training with the team from
the Sport for Change programme of the Bollate district. At the end of
the sports activity, the kids spent some time together in the facility
hall.
Competitive Activity
•

•

•

Under 16: visit and meeting with the Kayros Community of
Vimodrone (reception shelter as part of rehabilitation paths under
detention - parole and projects for disadvantaged young people).
Afterwards, the Kayros community kids were invited to visit the
Vismara Training Ground. On that occasion there was a mixed minitournament between the two groups.
Under 15: visit to the Cesano Boscone Sacra Famiglia Foundation
(reception and assistance for people with disabilities). Meeting with
the service operators who addressed the themes of the working
group, of integration and the value of differences.
The Under 15 were also engaged in a meeting with four young
players from Primavera (Zanellato, Modic, Hamadi, Torrasi) to
address the theme of the skills to be developed, the efforts and
resources used in the path towards professionalism within the AC
Milan Youth Academy.
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The initiatives carried out confirmed their ability to play a key educational role.
In addition to the more or less significant emotional impact (depending on the
nature of the initiative, the place and the reality encountered), the adults’
mentoring activity and their ability to grasp the value dimension of the
context, made the difference. Helping children to reflect on their experience, to
judge it by going beyond the purely sentimental aspect and to grasp its implicit
values present in the sports activity practiced, certainly represented the added
value.
At the same time it is equally evident that, with all due respect to the objective
value of the initiative itself, in order to make them truly useful and turn them
into an opportunity for growth, it is necessary to try and give greater
continuity turning them into much more regular initiatives than they currently
are (once a year on special occasions).
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PLAYERS' FAMILIES

The relationship with the players’ families is build through meetings involving
them that can be both individual and intended for team groups. The number of
meetings organized throughout the season confirm the importance and the
need for these occasions for the following reasons:
v

v
v
v
v
v

Fulfilling, as a Club, a reporting role providing information about the
Youth Academy sports project
Creating spaces for dialogue and listening
Creating the conditions for a more medium-long term training path
Favoring meeting occasions among the parents themselves
Raising the parents’ awareness of their task and educational role
Involving the parents in an educational pact setting their respective
roles and responsibilities clear.

The non-involvement (as already mentioned, with clear and full respect for
the roles and responsibilities) of parents, inevitably generates dysfunctions,
dissonances that end up having negative repercussions on the entire sports
organization, on the success of the Milan sports project, on the young players’
performances and in particular on their growth.
Throughout the season, we organized informative/educational meetings with
the families dealing with the following themes: “the role of parents and their
expectations” (cat. Giovanissimi Regionali A and B); “The sports and
educational project of the AC Milan youth players” (from category 2010 to
2005, both men’s and women’s teams).
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Participation was very high, both in terms of numbers (20 meetings accounting
for about 410 people) and in terms of attention to the topics discussed. The
aim of those meetings was to provide food for thought and an occasion for
debate among adults on their children’s sports experience, but at the same
time also listening to the needs and concerns regarding the path they have
undertaken within the AC Milan Academy.
Alongside the educational meetings, also various types of meetings were held
with individual parents, both starting from their requests and on
educational/behavioral issues generated within the context.
Below is a summary of the initiatives carried out:
- 110 welcome meetings (with a view to get to know the families of the
new players and introduce ourselves to them)
- 5 school guidance meetings (with an aim to provide support in choosing
the most suitable high school)
- 9 meetings on the re-elaboration of sporting experience (with the aim
of enhancing the experience in the face of little involvement during the
very performance)
- 10 meetings about educational/behavioural issues
- 21 greeting meetings in the presence of the Technical Coordinator
Department (with an aim to support the parents all the way through the
sports path within the Youth Academy).
Meeting with the parents of Giovanissimi 2003 and 2004
In February 2017, in agreement with the head of the Grassroots Activity, we
organized an informative/educational meeting for all the parents of the
category on the importance of their role in the youth players’ sports path. The
aim was to stir a debate on the pressure the parents’ expectations may put on
their children. It is well known that the parents play a key role in influencing
their children’s attitude towards sport and in making their football experience
fun or, conversely, turning it into a source of anxiety and stress.
The parents’ support, especially in age groups between 6 and 14 years, is
therefore necessary for the success (understood as well-being) or the failure of
the player.
So the meeting was focused on real facts, such as the actual number of the
youth players who make it to the top and what the players think/expect from
their parents as well as what is the most effective behavior to be taken on the
sidelines.
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The topic brought in by the parents regarded the school choice. Such a choice
often causes anxiety and confusion as it coincides with a key moment in the
players’ football career, which is the shift to the competitive activity and
therefore the actual possibility of becoming a professional footballer. The most
frequently-asked questions were: “Is it better to choose a little demanding
school to make things easier or to choose a school that can provide a valid
alternative if things do not go well?" And "are there any schools that take into
account this double career and enhance it?".
We tried to answer these and other questions during the meeting, but for some
of them a more complex reflection is needed also involving subjects at
different levels (managers, school tutors, institutions...).

RESIDENCE PSYCHO-PEDAGOGICAL TEAM

The Psycho-pedagogical Team operating at the AC Milan Residence in the
2016-2017 season is made up of seven Tutors, with different professional
skills. The presence in the structure is guaranteed 24/7 and varies within the
working group: two Tutors have a full-time job, while the remaining five are
part-time operators. The monthly internal organization is fixed and based on
the presence in daily time slots as planned and agreed upon by the Tutors
themselves.
In the morning and early afternoon hours, only one operator is on duty as the
youngsters are at school (if not sick or for other reasons). In the late afternoon
and evening time slots, instead, there are three tutors operating during the
week (at the weekend they are just two), as the players go back to the
residence after training and nearly all of them are in the building. The night
shift is manned by a single operator.
In the next section we will discuss in detail all the activities and tasks.
1. WORK APPROACH
In the 2016/2017 season, the residence housed 32 youth players, with some
variations during the football year.
Attention and educational intervention are designed and implemented by
taking into account different elements, including the player’s age, the growth
path he is going through, the experiences and thoughts that he shares. Among
the different age groups covered by the residential service, there are many
differences between a 14-year-old boy, often at his first experience away from
home and friends for such a prolonged period of time as a football season, and
athletes who have already experienced, even for a single year, daily life at the
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Residence.
We can therefore distinguish the objectives and themes of work with minors
based on the age and the sports situation they are in:
welcome and support for the player’s insertion in the club, in a new
city and in a new school environment;
Ø support in managing the challenges that characterize the sporting
path (eg injuries, not being called up for a game, a packed agenda,
managing expectations);
Ø Support young players being released from the AC Milan Youth
Academy at the end of their experience, enhancing what they have
learnt with a view to building their professional future.
The path to maturiry, across the various age groups, is also defined through
the ability to embrace and endorse the value component contained in the
rules. Being confronted with the rules on a daily basis, the young player
develops their introjection, discussion and sharing.
Ø

No less important is the recognition of one's own goals, of the efforts to be
made to reach them and the ability to solve problems when they are
encountered.
In the same way, the respect for oneself and others is also promoted, both
in terms of aspirations, needs and lifestyles, and in terms of professional roles
and competences.
The general lines of the educational interventions are shared during the Team
meetings, but such interventions are then carried out in practice. During the
day, and even more throughout the football year, the young players’ life is
characterized by many events.
The Team members play the role of facilitators: definition of schedules and
transport, organization of revisions, preparation and verification of leaves,
contact with the Medical Area for visits or therapies, proper fulfillment of the
laundry service, lunch and healthy eating, documentation storage, check
on proper hygiene in the rooms.
More structured and formal settings are implemented in ad-hoc situations such
as:
v

v

Evening school homework which requires a particular space and time in
which the Tutor can support the player;
the weekend in which the players turn to the Tutor to report about the
game just played and their experiences related to it. The adult figure
facilitates the processing of facts, events and emotions and supports the
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youngster in their recollection.
The Psycho-pedagogical team at the Residence also has to deal with other
educational agents that revolve around young players.
First of all, the players’ families, with whom there must be a constant
collaboration. Parents are always updated, most of the time by telephone,
about their children's lives: they are informed about their progress at school,
about facts or special events, etc. so that there can be a relationship of trust
and a fruitful collaboration. The meetings between Tutors and parents take
place especially on weekends, when families manage to come to Milan to visit
their children: these are informal and unstructured meetings, where parents
and staff have the opportunity to meet.
School is another institution with which the Tutors are confronted in their daily
work. The young people hosted in the Residence are not just players but also
teenagers who have to fulfill their school duties. School is a tool for daily work,
but also sometimes a source of fatigue and a motive for continuous
comparisons: the Psycho-pedagogical Team stresses the importance of school
for the future of young people.
With reference to the organizational context of the AC Milan Youth Academy,
the Residence Psycho-Pedagogical Team plays a key role in sharing
information related to the young players’ daily life through the drafting of
reports, school reports and individual profiles and taking part in
Programmatic Meetings at the Vismara Training Ground, combined with
formal occasions, such as meetings with enlarged teams, and informal ones,
such as the evenings Coaches spend at the Residence or the games the Tutors
attend as supporters. This implies the possibility of developing a planning that
moves effectively both in the short term, with targeted actions addressing
everyday life, and in the long-medium term, with the definition and sharing
of wide-ranging objectives, the co-construction of tools and the constant
verification of educational proposals. During the last two football seasons, the
Psycho-Pedagogical Team also had the opportunity to organize educational
meetings with the coaching staff.
2. WORK TOOLS
Over the the seasons, the Residence Psycho-Pedagogical Team used and
perfected various work tools.
The Psycho-Pedagogical Team meetings involving all the Tutors and
Dr. Francesca Luiso are held on a fortnight basis. The meetings provide
updates on the latest events occurred at the Residence, on the dynamics
observed among the young players, as well as an occasion to agree on possible
educational interventions. The whole Team has the opportunity to share facts
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and opinions that also concern the school aspects or those emerged from
telephone chats with parents. The tutors also have the chance to think and
plan the play/educational activities promoted during the course of the season.
Finally, Dr. Luiso, being present at Vismara on a daily basis, updates the Team
on possible facts or contingent communications from the coaching/sports area.
Supervision meetings (introduced permanently since last year, in the
2015/2016 season when the service was outsourced to the Catholic University)
are monthly meetings conducted by a supervisor outside the Team, Dr. Chiara
D'Angelo. These meetings enable the Tutors to share their thoughts on the
educational approach and to agree on it. Moreover, they have the opportunity
to tackle the motivations that guide the methodological choices and to have a
space to reflect on their professional figure. This work of recollection and
review is favored by the point of view and mentoring of an external
professional.
The Residence Psycho-Pedagogical Team also uses operational tools in its
daily work. The main operating tool is the logbook: drawn up by the operator
in charge to update the colleagues about what happens at the Residence on a
daily basis, with organizational communications, descriptions and subjective
considerations about the educational interventions that are carried out or
proposed.
A tool suggested by the Residence Team during the recent football season
is the IEP. If in the recent past, the players’ profiles, i.e. the description of the
boarder from a behavioral, scholastic, relational and family point of view,
respect for the rules and the effects on sports activity, were prepared in an
exclusive way, now these new tools also focus on educational objectives and
related actions.
It is a work still under construction. In addition to the logbook and the
IEPs, the Tutors also avail themselves of the attendance register. For
managerial and security reasons, it details timetables (especially the morning
school timetables) and the actual presences at the Residence. The young
players’ files are made available to Tutors and contain several information
needed for the work at the Residence. These folders, in fact, contain the
personal documents of both the player and the family, telephone numbers of
the parents, medical/health documentation (which is necessary in case a
player needs to undergo a medical examination) and school history (school
reports, important school communications, etc.). The daily agenda and the
medical agenda support the work of the Tutor in the daily management of the
engagements.
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3. WORK AREAS
The Residence carries out, by its nature, a residential function. In this context,
the Residence Psycho-Pedagogical Team actively and constantly seeks to
construct a meaning which goes beyond the "simple" residence thus
complementing the purely logistic aspects.
During the 2016/2017 season, the Residence Psycho-pedagogical Team shared
the specific acceptance of three different areas of intervention, entrusting each
of them to the relevant tutors. Specifically, the three areas are: "school"
(assigned to Claudia Besi, Paola Pastori and Simona Tediosi); the "Vismara"
area (overseen by Elisa Guidotti and Donato Zaminga); and finally the one
dedicated to "educational, cultural and play/ social gathering activities" (by
Marco Villa and Andrea Mazza). As part of a network design, the Team acts
as a bridge between the various Educational Agencies affecting the growth and
development of each player: from school to the family, from the pitch to life at
the Residence.
THE SCHOOL AREA
In fulfilling its educational role, the AC Milan Residence Psycho-pedagogical
Team also supports the players in their schooling, as it is regarded as an
educational tool par excellence in this phase of development. In our opinion, in
fact, school is real life training which is key to develop life skills contributing to
the player’s shift to adultwood.
The Team identifies fundamental objectives to be pursued through the
educational work on the school area: promoting autonomy, selforganization and responsibility;
v learning how to manage change;
v learning respect for the rules
v getting used to fatigue and building resilience;
v learning how to relate to adults; or learning how to relate to peers;
v learning how to manage their emotions; learning how to manage
successes and failures.
For this reason, in agreement with the Club and the family, the Team
undertakes a tailored educational path with the players that takes into account
their inclinations and, at the same time, allows them to reconcile sports with
school commitments. These objectives are adapted to the various age groups.
v

THE VISMARA AREA
Throughout the season, the Residence Team Tutors have been present in the
youth academy offices on two specific occasions. First of all at the Wednesday
Coordination meetings: the coaching staff, the Club managers, the athletic
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trainers, the nutritionists and all those working in the youth sector get together
on Wednesday mornings for coordination meetings of a technical, coordinating
and organizational nature. A positive aspect identified right from the start was
the possibility of creating alliances and relationships with the other reference
adult figures of the Residence guests. In fact, there were occasions when we
could discuss specific situations involving the players and agree on possible
action to be taken. As part of the Wednesday Coordination meetings, the
Residence Psycho-pedagogical Team held educational training sessions. On
that occasion we discussed the need for shared practices in taking
responsibility for the player. The messages that adult figures send to a
teenager, in fact, must not be contradictory but rather converge in the same
direction. At the morning meetings, in fact, we chose a case (fictional and yet
highly probable) and asked those present to work in groups on some given
requests. Each group was representing a different educational agent that
undoubtedly became part of the young footballer's life (Coaching Staff,
Residence Psycho-pedagogical Team, Parents, Management). The plenary
discussion following the work in sub-groups turned out to be very rich and full
of ideas, so much so as to think of a "different" moment of revision, replanning
and sharing of some aspects and rules.
The second occasion featuring the presence of Tutors at the Vismara Training
Ground was Friday's programmatic meetings.
Here, the whole staff, from the Management to the Coaching staff, from the
Keepers’ to the Video Area staff, all the way to the Medical Area and the Gray
Area, open up a debate on specific players, starting from the various lists of
those called up, and agree on the most suitable action to be taken to solve any
possible problem and what are the choices to be made to ensure serenity and
opportunities along the sports and human growth path. It also acts as a bridge
between the pitch and the Residence.
THE EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, PLAY AND SOCIAL GATHERING ACTIVITIES
AREA
Every year, the AC Milan Residence Psycho-pedagogical Team selects and
proposes to the guest players a set of educational, play and experential
activities meant to provide pleasant and enriching occasions for social
gathering, growth and reflection. The educational and cultural activities bring
together education, discovery and culture. Specifically, many areas and issues
that directly affect young people were addressed: knowledge of the city of
Milan; sharing the rules necessary for cohabitation within the Residence;
informative meetings on the eating habits suitable for a sportsman; meetings
with the young guests of the Milan Rugby Academy; knowledge of the "AC
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Milan World" which is the organization and the history of the Club they belong
to. Alongside these purely educational activities, the players were also given
opportunities for meaningful experiences providing food for thought, not
necessarily strictly linked to the sports field, and fostering values such as
solidarity and respect: two volunteering activities with disabled and homeless
people; a meeting with some integrated soccer athletes; a Film Club
experience on the theme of "diversity". Finally, they were offered moments of
play and social gathering such as Christmas and Carnival parties, the ItalyGermany match at the Stadio Meazza, the season closing party. In addition to
providing social gathering occasions, all these activities were also aimed at
"team building" among all the Residence guests, encouraging communication
and harmony among them and highlighting the importance of working together
to achieve common goals and being together (sharing space, time, emotions).
KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

13 + 2
supervisors

13 + 2
supervisors

Number of Pitch-Team members

5

5

Number of Residence-Team members

7

8

Number of the Team members specializing in Psychology

5

5

Number of the Team members specializing in Pedagogy

7

7

Number of the Team members specializing in Foreign Languages

1

1

Circa 460

450

Total number of meetings between the Team and the
technical/coaching staff

170

1 a week for all
the categories

Total number of meetings between the Team and the families

178

1 per family on
average

2

4

Number of educational meetings with the staff

16

4

Number of meetings with the families

20

NEW KPI

34 until
December; 32
from January

40

42

270

356.5

from 320 to

Total number of the Psycho-pedagogical Team members

Total number of meetings between the Team and the players

Number of university students/interns supporting the Team’s activity

Number of player guests at the Residence

Total number of meetings between the Team and the school staff
Total number of evening lesson hours organized by the Team
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KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016
400

“AGONISTIC FURY”
Although we have already worked specifically on the aspect of "competitive sharpness" (see
the work on the defensive phase "reaction to losing the ball’s possession" with important
positive feedback), the progress achieved was not considered sufficient and, during different
moments shared with staffs (Video Analysis, Technical Coordination, etc.), an explicit
request to the Psycho-Pedagogical Team was made to identify tangible and practical tools /
means to be implemented on the pitch (targeted exercises during training sessions) that can
reduce this deficit.
We are aware that, from a methodological point of view, the problem is not due to reasons
tied to the physical appearance (we are not weaker or less explosive than the opponents
from the physical point of view ...), it is clear that athletic and mental areas can give life to
an "Integrated" proposal.
Obviously, when thinking about an intervention, we deemed necessary to involve the young
footballers so that they are more and more aware of the reasons to use some methods
rather than others. The link between competitiveness / competition and performance must
be clear for them as tools to convey motivation, awareness and above all effectiveness.
Another decisive methodological element is relevant to staffs’ greater involvement in terms
of understanding and direct participation in the exercises (position to be taken on the field,
attention to all stages of the session, including the athletic one, distribution of focusses,
etc.).
After these considerations we identified the “competitive sharpness” as the area to be
improved through a higher motivation, using clear rules, challenges with prizes and
sanctions (classic style conditioning). We also believe it is important to work with the
athletes on the subject of respect for the opponent both during the preparation of the
match, in the pre-match, during the match and also in the post-match in order to
acknowledge such respect and to enhance its value.
The Equipe has identified a double action: the involvement and sharing with the staff of
some considerations to promote a greater awareness of all the aspects involved in the
"Agonistic Fury" (ie what we mean by "agonistic fury", who has it, how it is expressed, why,
how the perception of the opponent comes into play ....) through a training session then
reported into the weekly programming, describing actions and related tools to be used on
the pitch.
The work carried out in a systematic way starting from November 2016, has seen staffs’
enthusiastic participation. They shared the aims, the objectives and the tools of the training
project and they were, without any doubt, an active and proactive part of it. A provisional
report, confirms the importance of pursuing the initiative, deepening some related concepts
(attention to the defensive phase, the value of the opponent ...) as we partly did during the
Technical Coordination meetings. The continuity and the permanent attention of the staff
within the training session (according to a targeted distribution of the respective focuses)
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are, in perspective, the factors that will allow us to increase and consolidate the "agonistic
sharpness", which, as we were able to see from the first results obtained, is a skill that can
be coached.

Other activities within the Youth Academy
Among its several activities, the Youth Academy has also implemented the
internship program, now in its ninth edition.
Thanks to the program, the AC Milan Youth Academy has the chance to get in
contact and work in synergy with the most important universities in Milan and
beyond.
ü Through this project, A.C. Milan became an important and innovative
cultural and methodological reference Club on the Italian football
scene. No other club has such a well-built and complete internship program.
ü The presence of the Interns significantly enhances the human resources
available to the Youth Academy, with very low business costs,
guaranteeing the possibility of personalized projects and
approaches with numerous players in the technical, athletic,
rehabilitation and nutritional fields.
The internship programs enabled the training of personnel, subsequently hired
in the workforce, with specific skills that are consistent with the methodological
approach of the club and with sustainable business costs.
Coaching Area (3 interns)
ü Support to the Coaching Staff on the field.
ü Support to the implementation of tailored interventions intended for
individual players.
ü Support in the last phase of the rehabilitation of injured players.
Athletic Area (4 interns)
ü Support to the Coaching Staff on the field.
ü Support to the implementation of tailored interventions intended for
individual players.
ü Support in collecting data and analysing the training sessions and the
matches through GPS systems, heart rate monitors, quantitative analyses.
ü Support in the execution of all the different types of evaluation and testing.
ü Support in research and development project
Nutritional Area (4 interns)
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ü Support to the implementation of tailored interventions intended for
individual players
ü Support in the execution of all the different types of evaluation and testing.
ü Support in research and development project.
Video Area (4 interns)
ü Support to training sessions and matches filming.
ü Support to the production of tactical and analytical videoclips
ü The "Aspire in the world Fellows" is the scientific study project underpinning
the Academy's methodology. The scientific approach to the collection and
processing of data, the use and sharing of different and modern
technologies play a fundamental role in the club philosophy with a view to
improving the players’ performance, integrating all the variables that
influence the sporting performance.
ü Aimed at improving, sharing and strengthening the skills acquired, the
"Aspire in the world Fellows" network brings together the knowledge and
experience of over 50 clubs and federations at international level. The
purpose of the network is to share direct meetings and the digital platform,
experiences, skills and professionalism through the project, in order to
improve the knowledge and activity of each of the participants.
ü As an an integral part of the Fellows project, the Aspire Academy Global
Summit is an annual international event reserved for Aspire’s partner
companies where through theme-based Topics, workshops and open
debates, the participants share the methodologies adopted for the
development of youth academy players while favouring the relations
between the clubs and the federations attending the summit meeting.

Women’s football
The 2016/2017 football season marked a significant step forward in the growth
process of women’s football experience in AC Milan.
The development followed the lines issued by FIGC with press release No.
188/1 of 26th March 2015 governing the commitments of sports clubs in this
specific matter for the following three-year period and in compliance with the
provisions press release No. 366/A of 26 April 2016: to register at least a
further 20 U12 women players, compared to 2015/2016 football season.
For 2016/2017 Football Season 58 girls divided by the following categories
were registered:
• Under 11 women team 2007/2008 (n.20)
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•

Under 13 women team 2005/2006 (n.19)

•

Under 14 women team 2004 (n.19)

For athletes’ technical and human training, the Club provided for:
•

n. 5 women coaches UEFA B licensed

•

n. 1 athletic trainer;

•

n. 1 psychologist present on the field;

•

n. 1 goalkeepers’ coach.

AC Milan has participated in 2004 women category and Under 13 women
category (2005/2006) in the autumn and spring championships (Milan’s local
Championships). The Under 11 women category (2007/2008) didn’t take part
in the Championships, thus playing friendly matches at the weekend.
The under 14 women category (2004) participated in the Danone Cup. During
the 2017 edition, 62 teams were joined by an ever-larger component of Serie
A and Serie B professional clubs (23 with 30 teams represented), that set up
an Under 12 Women team in accordance with the provisions of the National
Licensing system. AC Milan participated in the national final held during
the 9th Grassroots Festival on June 17/18, 2017 at the Federal Technical
Centre in Corverciano.
The goals for 2017/2018 sports season are:
• Completion of Basic Activity with the Under 7 women category
•

Registration in the regional women championship with the Under 14
Youth team

•

Technical and methodological coordination of women’s sector

The Psycho-pedagogical Team decided to conduct an analysis on the leadership
of women players and on the relationships of the group dynamics with the
Under 14 team (2004) to try to improve the girls’ motivation and,
consequently, their performance.
The post-graduation thesis, F.G. “An analysis of leadership roles, of
leadership among peers, and of the group’s relationship dynamics as a
way to improve motivation”1 is the result of an internship started in April
2017 and concluded at the end of June 2017, at the same time as the
interruption of football activities of youth teams for the summer break. During
this period the activities mainly focused on the study of leadership roles, of
1

Post-graduate internship in Psychology
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leadership among peers, and of the group’s relationship dynamics as a way to
improve motivation. The study’s sample was the Under 14 female team
(2004).
Through this research work, we wanted to try to identify to what extent a
conscious management of one's own and others’ leadership influences
motivation; to understand the (explicit and implicit) dynamics existing between
women players to identify who takes the role of leader, what kind of leader she
represents, and whether there are also negative leaders. And at the same
time, we wanted to check to what extent women coaches are regarded (or not)
as leaders by the team.
Analysis method:
A multi-method was used for the research work.
Data were collected through leadership tools:
A. a quantitative observation grid, in which the verbal and non-verbal
behaviours of women players during the training sessions was reported;
B. a quantitative and qualitative questionnaire on leadership, filled in by
the footballers and coaches;
C. a workshop on leadership.
These tools on motivation were added to the above ones:
D. a diary of qualitative emotions, which each footballer has filled in
before and after each football match;
E. a quantitative questionnaire on the motivational orientation in sport;
filled in by the girls.
Sample analysed:
The sample of the research was the Under 14 women team (2004). For the
questionnaire on the leadership, in addition to the girls, the team’s two women
coaches were also included.
A research was carried out involving the female sector of AC Milan: F. F., “The
importance of the Role Model in youth sports: an in-depth study on women's
football in A.C. Milan”. The research was intended to explore these two
constructs, the role model and the motivation for sports practice, and the
relationship between them. Despite being the top-watched sport in the world,
the football sector still presents a strong discrepancy between men and women
sectors. In Italy, there are in fact 20k women registered footballers, a
significantly low number vs the 31 million women in Italy.
Furthermore, the football activity carried out by women in Italy shows even
lower numbers compared to the main European and world realities; however, it
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is important to highlight that it is a growing movement also in our country. In
recent years, various rules that open the way to greater promotion, visibility
and closeness to women's football, have been launched.
The literature on women's sport and the practice of football is constantly
growing; in particular, the theme of motivation for sports practice has been
widely addressed with reference to the coach, parents and peers. However, the
role model's influence is not yet important with reference to motivation.
The role model is to be understood, in this project, as an individual perceived
as a model with whom to identify or imitate (Guest & Cox, 2009), who
provides a success model that can be achieved and often highlights behaviours
necessary to achieve this success (Lockwood, 2006).
Goals:
The research carried out for the thesis project has set the following goals:
§ To explore the representations of two fundamental constructs of
psychology, the role model and the motivation for sports practice, still
scarcely explored with reference to women sports;
§ To deepen the future foreshadowing of the practice of women's football
in relation to the specific Italian context.
Methodology
Sample
Number of athletes of women youth sector: 56
§ Under 14 team 2004, aged 12-13
§ Under 13 team 2005 – 2006 Juniores, aged 11-12
§ Under 11 team 2007 – 2008, aged 9-10
Number of women coaches of the youth sector: 5, average age 30 years
Tools
6 focus groups were organized to comply with the goals of the survey. Each
team has been divided into two groups, with the aim of facilitating the sharing
of ideas during the discussions. The focus groups followed the outline
herebelow: Semi-structured interviews were made with women coaches.
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2.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Thanks to the work of Milan Group, we provide our methodological and sporting knowhow to promote social inclusion experiences in Italy and world-wide.

Milan Academy
Beyond the football match
Among Milan Group’s most important goals there are the spreading and
promotion of football all over the world, to give, especially to the youngest,
the most genuine values of football: loyalty, respect, teamwork and fun.
AIMS AND METHODOLOGY
AC Milan Academy is the set of projects and initiatives dedicated to the Under
18 World.
The network of over 100 affiliated Soccer Schools in Italy and abroad
are part of AC Milan Academy, AC Milan Junior Camp, the Tribuna Giovani at
San Siro Stadium and all the events dedicated to children and young people,
including AC Milan Cup, Sunday Camps, AC Milan School Cup and AC Milan
Experience.
AC Milan Academy aims at generating sports culture and inclusion
through Sport, focusing on children’s well-being during all stages of growth,
both with activities on the pitch and as a young supporter.
The key element is AC Milan Integrated Method. This method is the
outcome of years of experience in managing young players and is based on
several elements, including the teaching of technical-tactical, athletic and
relational elements of football through a global vision.
The method integrates these areas in an effective way and it involves all the
subjects taking part in children’s educational path, ie families, coaches and
sports managers. All the coaches involved in AC Milan Academy’s activities
follow a specific training with AC Milan Training School.
The Integrated Method is studied and adopted by AC Milan Youth Sector and it
complies with the specificities and needs of the various sports organizations Soccer schools, camps etc. - with which AC Milan Academy works.
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KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

Number of Soccer schools world-wide

17

16

Number of Soccer schools in Italy

87

86

Number of Football School with women’s team

10

8

Number of coaches involved in AC Milan Academy Soccer schools

1,104

1,540

Number of children involved in AC Milan Academy Soccer schools

28,050

29,600

Number of Italian regions where there are AC Milan Academy Soccer
schools

17

18

Number of Foreign Countries where there are AC Milan Academy Soccer
schools

11

16

6,849

8,123

Number of weeks of courses of AC Milan Academy’s Camps

143

166

Number of places involved in AC Milan Academy’s Camps

103

114

Number of Countries involved in AC Milan Academy’s Camps

21

28

Number of Regions involved in AC Milan Academy’s Camps

13

15

Number of managers of AC Milan Academy’s Camps

34

34

Number of registrations with AC Milan Academy’s Camps

Membership process
The choice of the Partner is the first step in building the relationship between
AC Milan and the local Club. It is a fundamental and delicate step because it
represents the premise for a long lasting, sustainable and successful
partnership.
Whether the club proposes itself to AC Milan as a potential partner or AC Milan
identifies the club on the territory, there are some criteria for the final choice:
- Territorial - no overlap with other Soccer schools already present, for
foreign Soccer schools the Country of reference is also considered with
particular attention to the economic, social and sports context.
- Sports – good-quality sports facilities, presence of qualified staff
- Methodological - sharing of the basic principles of the project,
orientation towards training, promotion of fair play and sports culture
- Commercial - financial sustainability, development potential,
management and communication organization.
After the selection process, definition and undersigning of the agreement there
is the technical and management training in which AC Milan, through AC Milan
Academy coaches, the Staff and the Training School follows, supports and
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leads the Football School in its integration with AC Milan Integrated Method
and with the organizational requirements deriving from the partnership.
The tools used are various and continuous throughout the duration of the
membership:
- Presence of AC Milan Academy coaches – Key point of AC Milan
Football School project is the direct and periodic presence in all the
affiliated soccer schools of an AC Milan registered coach (“AC Milan
Academy Coach”). AC Milan Academy Coach has the key role of bringing
the method and principles of AC Milan Football School project within the
football school, supporting - through a technical and organizational
consultancy - the Club's activities on and off the field, organizing training
and updating the courses of football school’s coaches and promoting
meetings and discussions with all the figures involved in the project
(managers, coaches, professionals, young people, parents, institutions).
In some foreign Soccer Schools (Saudi Arabia, Dubai , Kuwait, Japan) AC
Milan Academy Coach stays for the entire football season at the football
school and he is a true sports director and organizational reference.
- AC Milan’s Training Schools Courses - Managers and coaches’
training, together with constant information towards parents, are the
strength of AC Milan Football School project and it’s one of the means by
which the Soccer schools have the opportunity to learn and to deepen
the Integrated Method proposed by AC Milan. For this reason, the
Training School has studied an innovative and structured training course
based on the needs of all the Soccer schools and their coaches, both for
those approaching the project for the first time and for those who have
already followed the training path proposed.
- Meetings for managers - Structured meetings are organized
periodically in Milan (at least twice a year for Soccer schools in Italy)
attended by all the Soccer schools. AC Milan Academy meeting with the
Managers is a very important moment to share and compare ideas and
experiences and to update the tools and innovations proposed by the
project.
Project managers’ dedicated visits are foreseen for foreign Soccer
schools, given the geographic distance. The visits are aimed at
strengthening the link between Soccer schools and AC Milan, directly
supervising the work carried out on site and organizing meetings with
parents, local institutions, media and sponsors.
- Dedicated activities – The project foresees also dedicated activities
such as the Milan Cup, the International Clinic, visits and activities at San
Siro stadium, visits to Casa Milan, training days at CS Vismara to
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strengthen the link and to create communication moments with affiliated
companies. Moreover, all Soccer schools use the official kit AC Milan
Soccer School.
INTERNATIONAL CLINIC AC MILAN SOCCER SCHOOLS
AC Milan Soccer Schools are present in 11 Countries and 5 continents
(Africa, North America, Asia, Europe and Oceania) and they create a real
Network of languages, cultures, habits, different religions in which football and
AC Milan colors become an occasion to meet and for a common way of
communicating. The importance of the diversities and the sporting and cultural
comparison are the key themes of the International Clinic of AC Milan Soccer
Schools, a week organized at the end of the football season in Milan and open
to all international AC Milan Soccer schools. Young players train together
deepening the AC Milan Integrated Method applied in all Soccer Schools and
they have the opportunity to get to know Milan, with visits to the city, the
Italian culture and AC Milan. Young players from Kuwait, US and Lithuania
participated in the last edition of the International Clinic, held from June 19 to
June 23 .
BANCO BPM MILAN CUP
From June 15 to June 18 the annual tournament of Banco BPM Milan
Cup took place, it’s the event that closes AC Milan Soccer Schools' season.
There were 92 teams from 42 different clubs representing the 87 AC Milan
Italia Soccer Schools for a total of about 1700 young players aged between
8 and 13. The tournament is reserved to 6 categories of children born between
2004 and 2009. The participants were accompanied by their families, so the
event was attended by overall several thousand people.
In addition to the many "challenges" on the playing fields of the Vismara
Sports Center, young players, coaches and parents were involved in activities
aimed at promoting fair play and sports culture. In particular during the
opening ceremony the teams parade with a banner with a sentence related to
the tournament, to fair play and to the spirit of AC Milan Soccer School. The
best banner - "You play with your feet, you win with your heart" - proposed by
AC Milan Soccer School GE.CA from Naples, chosen by a jury, that will become
the official slogan of AC Milan Cup next year. In addition, the winners will be
invited to attend an AC Milan match during the 2017/2018 season and the
winning banner will be displayed by the stadium’s speaker before the kick off.
The Staff of AC Milan Training School during the tournament has always been
present on the pitches to supervise the activities and it has organized a series
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of training meetings with the Coaches and information meetings with the
parents.
KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

92

92

1,650

1,700

6

6

Number of Under 10 teams 2008

16

16

Number of Under 11 teams 2007

16

16

Number of Under 12 teams 2006

16

16

Number of Under 13 teams 2005

16

16

Number of Under 14 teams 2004

16

16

Number of Under 15 teams 2003

12

12

AC Milan Soccer Schools represented

42

37

Matches played

380

380

Minutes played

Over 10,000

Over 10,000

223

184

Number of teams involved
Number of participants
Number of categories

Coaches and other technical staff involved

AC MILAN JUNIOR CAMP DAY
The seventeenth edition took place on March 18 and 19 in the prestigious
headquarters of AC Milan Youth Sector. Two days dedicated to AC Milan with
about 300 children from the over 100 places that hosted Adidas Milan Junior
Camp in summer 2016 in Italy and in the rest of the world.
Friendly tournaments with mixed teams for the young players born in 20022003 and 2006-2007, the visit to Casa Milan – AC Milan’s headquarters and
the exciting parade of all the young players who colored San Siro Stadium field
during the match “Milan – Genoa” are just some of the activities organized and
dedicated to the participants and their families, coming from 20 nations driven
by the great passion for football, for AC Milan, but above all by the desire to
live a unique experience.
The opening ceremony of the friendly tournaments with the fair play oath
made in three different languages and “in concert” by the young plyers was
certainly one of the most engaging moments as it was the emblem of the spirit
of this event: football as a vehicle for sports culture.
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“On behalf of all the participants to the AC Milan Junior Camp Day, I promise
to support the spirit of fair play and the welcoming atmosphere of the event
with loyalty and pride, avoiding any behaviour contrary to the tournament’s
code of conduct, both on and off the pitch.
I participate in this event because I want to have fun and meet new friends, to
measure myself with other young players and other cultures. I hope to give
and receive emotions, to feel fans’ support, regardless of the flags, colours,
races and religions.
May the best win, and may fair play, loyalty and peace lead the best.”

KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

Over 300

316

Number of participants category 2002-2003

93

103

Number of participants category 2006-2007

221

213

40%

Over 50%

Countries represented

20

34

Matches played

82

92

Minutes played

1,580

1,780

About 1,100

About 1,100

70

70

Number of total participants

Participants from abroad

Number of people who accompanied during the two-day event
AC Milan Junior Camp coaches involved
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Corporate Social Responsibility events and projects
The Group acknowledges the increasing importance the role of sustainability not only economic, but also and above all environmental and social - is gaining
for all its stakeholders, from shareholders to sponsors, from athletes to
supporters, to citizens of local communities where AC Milan operates.
The Club promotes numerous social initiatives, to meet these needs,
designed to promote sport, education, health, youth growth and support for
the territory and communities. The main ones during the football season were:
MOVE WELL TO GROW BETTER

The presence of AC Milan and AC Milan Soccer Schools in Italy is strengthened.
The social responsibility of Milan Group is expressed concretely through
initiatives in favor of the community that rely on the values of football to give
concrete and positive answers to the emerging needs of young citizens.
AC Milan commits to cooperate with teachers and parents in order to
train children in a timely manner to a correct sporting culture, to a
healthy and active lifestyle pursuant to a logic of long life learning,
stimulating them towards fair play and mutual respect.
All this by collaborating with different parties, gathered around the sport which
is an educational model for Soccer schools as well as for the first team. To
respond to the need to support Physical Education in Primary School, AC
Milan offers a selection of schools throughout the country the opportunity to
participate for free to the initiative Move well to grow better is supported by
the teachers of the Training School and AC Milan Academy’s coaches working
in AC Milan Soccer Schools of the territory.
The aim of the project is to make available to the schools, for free,
experts who support the teachers, so that they can become familiar with
the Physical Education the best practices suited for children’s actual needs in a
delicate development phase.
For the second year in a row, AC Milan and 18 AC Milan Soccer schools
worked together with the teachers of 40 schools throughout Italy.
The goal is always to offer the opportunity to 10 classes of each school
to work 80 hours in the gym with one of AC Milan Soccer school’s
coaches, who supports the physical education teacher to build a didactic offer
to make physical education actually useful for the process of children’s smooth
development.
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QUARTA CATEGORIA (FOURTH CATEGORY)

The first FIGC tournament for disabled people was launched, in
collaboration with Centro Sportivo Italiano (CSI), addressed to athletes with
intellectual and mental relational disabilities supported by an agreement
protocol signed before the Senate of the Italian Republic on January 18, 2017.
The scheme is the following: athletes register in the CSI (for insurance
reasons), in the special register at the Regional Committees of LND-FIGC, the
use of pitches approved by LND, AIA referees, federal justice, level of the
tournament consistent with the third category of LND non-disabled players.
Quarta Categoria organizes a 7vs7 football tournament from October to
May, with teams and lists of players, which gives the name to a further level of
the amateur sector specifically reserved for special athletes managed and
coordinated by the Regional Committees FIGC and CSI. 7 regions involved in
two years. An Italian Cup tournament will be organized for the winners of
regional tournaments.
Within Quarta Categoria single regional tournaments, there are other three
levels (fourth, fifth and sixth category) to allow athletes to compete with as
many athletes of equal cognitive and physical level and which foresee Play Out
and Play Off (on the model of Serie A, B, and Pro) at the end of the season.
All teams play with regular “adoption” contracts with professional Clubs, which
include kits, limits to protect the exploitation of Clubs’ brands and initiatives for
all teams or individual ones proposed by the Club to the team adopted.
AC Milan proudly adopted ASD Briantea84.
In addition to providing ASD Briantea84 with game kits for athletes and
technical material for coaches, we will go together to the Special Camp
organized by the Football is More association in Switzerland in August. This is
an international football tournament attended by important clubs from all over
Europe.
For the 2017/2018 football season AC Milan will adopt another ASD,
based in Rome, called “Mai Soli” (never alone).
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FOOTBALL IS THE SAME FOR EVERYONE

For three years now, AC Milan has offered the opportunity to visit Milanello
Sports Centre to associations that assisting and supporting sick and
disabled people. During the day at Milanello, our guests have the opportunity
to get to know the Center, its facilities and its history, to take pictures with AC
Milan’s champions and to watch a real training session of the First Team.
During the 2016/2017 football season, 9 visits were set up, for a total of over
150 guests.
Furthermore, during 2016/2017 football season, Milan Group signed MoUs with
7 important Lombard hospitals, to formalize the ten-year relationship
between the Club and the priceless health structures of our Region. Through
these agreements, AC Milan offers numerous activities for patients in
hospitals, including: visits by our footballers, possibility for chronic patients or
in day-hospital to attend the training of the First Team at Milanello Sports
Center and the possibility of attending AC Milan’s matches at San Siro
Stadium.

Casa Milan and Museo Mondo Milan
Casa Milan hosts the Club's employees and allows AC Milan supporters to
nurture their passion for the Club, taking advantage of services and thematic
entertainment activities throughout the entire sports season.
The goal is to create an emotional and entertainment journey: a unique
place where the concept of #weareacmilan is fully enjoyed.
During 2016/2017 football season, Casa Milan has further developed its own
brand reputation, becoming a real point of reference for all AC Milan people:
from supporters and fans during the match days to tourists during the summer
season, from families with children up to millennials, becoming a place of
urban entertainment accessible to everyone and throughout the year.
A direct acknowledgement comes from the number of users our Facebook
page who doubled in just one year, reaching and exceeding 80,000.
This result was also enhanced by the Osservatorio sull’evoluzione digitale of
the Ministry of Cultural Heritage which, on the occasion of the presentation of
the results of the annual analysis held at the Teatro Piccolo in Milan,
announced that Museo Mondo Milan is the museum that, more than any other
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museum in Italy, engaged its supporters on social networks in terms of
popularity.
The confirmation of Mondo Milan Museum was also confirmed by the
participation in two important initiatives #MuseumWeek and MuseoCity. The
first one is a digital initiative of which the Museum was a protagonist for one
week. Every day with a different content on Club's official twitter account with
a series of exclusive images about the museum’s experience. The second one,
MuseoCity is an initiative of the Department of Culture of the City of Milan,
during which, on the occasion of a specific weekend in March, all the museums
exhibited, in exclusive, an asset still unknown to the public. On that occasion
Mondo Milan Museum exhibited, for the first time, the shirt of the captain
Annovazzi, the midfielder who led AC Milan to the conquest of 1951 Scudetto
with the participation of the sons of the historical Captain.
During the season, the collaboration with Museimpresa continued, and
Casa Milan case-history was the protagonist of numerous university lectures
throughout Italy, from Sapienza in Rome to the LABA in Florence and
culminating in joining the events of the Settimana della Cultura d’Impresa.
Every year, this initiative, promoted by Confindustria, provides for the most
important companies to open their offices to cultural initiatives on business
history. On this occasion the theme was the companies’ HR and AC Milan
organized a conference on the Club’s Youth Sector. Moderated by the teachers
of AC Milan School of Education, the conference was attended by Filippo Galli,
Head of the Youth Sector and by two athletes who have lived the entire
training experience in the Club's youth ranks. The story of their path
culminating in one case in sports successes and in the other case in a different
career, was very exciting and engaging also for the young people present in
the hall.
Also in this edition, the program of temporary exhibitions in the Gallery of
Casa Milan continued, with the exhibitions of the two young artists Flycat,
(Street Art) and Orodè Deoro, (Mosaic Art) who told the story of rossoneri
colors and of the Club.
The temporary area of Mondo Milan Museum hosted the exhibition “Calciatori.
Figurine in mostra” dedicated to the history of the legendary Panini sticker
album which has been collected by generations of fans since 1961. The
exhibition tells the genesis of the stickers in Italy and, through numerous
examples, tries to illustrate also the business history of a famous brand worldwide, with clear educational purposes. At the end of the journey, all visitors
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can also print their personalized sticker to bring back home a souvenir of the
exhibition.
The focus on new generations of supporters continued throughout the season
with two initiatives in particular “Casa Milan Junior Club: Matchday
Edition” and the Birthday Parties.
As for Casa Milan Junior Club, the initiative that had already been launched last
year to open Casa Milan playroom to little fans, this year has been enriched by
a special event. In all AC Milan’s home matches, a group of little supporters
had the chance to take part in a workshop where a banner was made to be
exhibited at the stadium all together. After the workshop and the snack, the
Junior Club members visited the Museum and then with a dedicated bus they
moved to San Siro Stadium to enjoy the match together with their parents.
The initiative involved about 2000 children during the football season.

KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

About 80,000

38,158

62,331

60,649

1,064

1,057

643

642

Number of free tickets for children Mondo Milan

1,929

1,827

Number of Soccer schools and junior camp Mondo Milan

1,174

1,184

480

553

Number of facilitations CuoreRossonero

6,376

7,703

Number of facilitations Milan Club

4,888

4,831

28,298

27,803

20

22

1,168

737*

240

120

29

24**

2

2

17

24

Number of “I Like” of Casa Milan on Facebook
Number of total tickets Mondo Milan
Number of disabled people’s tickets Mondo Milan
Number of tickets Scuole Mondo Milan

Number of delegations for hospitality

Number of tickets of the stadium sold in Casa Milan
Number of events realized in Casa Milan with sponsors
Number of people who used the service of Playroom
Number of days in which Playroom has been opened to public
Number of birthday parties realized in Playroom
Staff in Playroom
Number of works of young artists exhibited in Casa Milan
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Number of young artists promoted in Casa Milan

3

5

In addition, birthday activities continued with a request of about 200 parties
a year and entertainment activities were enriched with entertainment such as
that of the freestyler who teaches children the easiest tricks to play with the
ball.
* the 2015-2016 figure refers to 4 months of activity.
** the 2015-2016 figure refers to 9 months of activity.

Responsible agreements with partners and licensees
Collaborating with the Club does not mean exclusively establishing and
maintaining a commercial relationship between the parties. Being a partner of
AC Milan also means sealing a relationship based on the great passion for
football and on the values we promote, such as respect, ethics and fairness.
Partnerships
Thanks to the collaboration and sponsorship relationship, Partners are able to
spread their brand in Italy and world-wide, together with the Club that, more
than any other, integrated excellence, tradition and innovation.
There are 26 companies that have carried out, renewed or signed, a
sponsorship agreement with AC Milan for 2016/2017 football season.

KPI

2016/2017*

Main Sponsor

2

Major Partner

10

Official Partner

8

Technical Supplier

6

* During 2016/2017 season, the Group reclassified the Sponsors on the basis of the new categorization reported.

Among the companies that built a commercial partnership with the Club, it is
worth mentioning Diesel which, just last season, has become an AC Milan
style-partner signing a three-year contract.
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“This is a dream comes true for me, for my family and for
Diesel. Diesel and AC Milan’s extraordinary journeys are
basically similar: we are two great Italian players, iconic,
similar in spirit, with a global appeal, and we are now
preparing to team up around a dream of pride, boldness
and passion. We want to make this collaboration
something unique, fueled by a spirit of irony, modernity
and innovation.”
- Renzo Rosso

2016/2017 football season marked an epochal turning point in AC Milan’s
history. The change of ownership, formalized on April 13, 2017 has put an end
to Berusconi’s family thirty-year ownership refining the leadership of the Club
to an international property. The commercial dept. has therefore worked in two
directions. On the one hand, with a view to extreme transparency towards
partner companies, we decided to include the change of control clause in
renewals and new sponsorship contracts. The clause, which gives partners the
opportunity to terminate the contract in the event of a change of ownership, is
aimed at protecting companies with a contract or those that were about link to
AC Milan. In the face of a particular scenario, some sponsors have opted to
terminate the collaboration with the Club (Audi and Levissima are part of this
case history); the majority decided to continue the business relationship
showing that the work done with partners has rewarded the approach adopted
by the Club towards its sponsors.
This change has prompted the commercial dept. to build a renewed sense of
belonging to the Club, based on the positive values of sport that have always
been part of AC Milan's DNA. This is why we started working on the concept of
#weareateam, “we team up because we are a team”. The proposal was to
make the sponsors active protagonists of the company's commercial strategy,
mapping their experiences of AC Milan world, what expectations and desires
they have towards the Club to redefine the foundations of a relationship that is
capable of going beyond a contract to become a real link among people.
#weareateam was the heart of the end-of-season commercial workshop, the
first with the new ownership and the new management. On this occasion, a
team building activity was proposed to all participants who were asked to build
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a campaign to strengthen the link between the company and its supporters
through the presence at the stadium. This work was an opportunity to share
the values that companies seek and associate with AC Milan brand and which
form the basis for any collaboration capable of generating value for those who
take part in it.
This renewed relational approach towards its partners can be seen also AC
Milan commitment to make available its assets and its levers to enhance
sponsors’ brands. For this reason, in 2016/2017 season Milan Media House
started the production of new content and new commercial activities on AC
Milan's social media channels. Media Milan House worked alongside the
commercial dept. to build ways to narrate and enhance sponsorships through
new multimedia formats and through the use of more effective channels.
Below two examples of brand content developed in the past football season.

AUDI MVP

In 2016/2017 football season, AC Milan communicated on its
own platforms the best footballer of every match, thanks to a
tool developed by Audi and implemented on our site (Audi
Index Player) that, through the collection of live statistics on
the performances of each player, declared the MVP.
https://www.acmilan.com/it/news/prima-squadra/2017-0416/inter-milan-l-mvp

#AskDeu powered
by NIVEA

Presentation of a new player (Gerard Deulofeu) through a live
cross-channel airing (Facebook and AC Milan TV). The event
was sponsored by Nivea (with product placement + player
questions from Nivea social accounts).
https://www.acmilan.com/it/news/prima-squadra/2017-0201/replay-askdeu

The next season, with the opening of a branch of AC Milan in China, will
request a new commitment for the commercial management of the Company.
There will be two objectives in this new phase. On the one hand to make
available the working model with sponsor companies that has positively
characterized the history of our Club; on the other hand, to build international
opportunities for companies that have decided to bind to AC Milan.
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Licensing
For AC Milan Group, Licensing represents a privileged channel to meet one of
its main stakeholders: supporters of all ages and nations.
Through the Licensing, the Club can exploit multiple contact points with its
public to promote its brand and to share its values; at the same time
supporters who choose one of AC Milan products can continue to live their
bond with the Club besides the match. This establishes and reinforces a
familiarity with the history and the colors of the team, which can finally
become part of the daily life of all supporters.
In activating this lever, the Club is increasingly committed to select companies
able to meet supporters’ needs through the link to the Club’s distinctive brands
and but through the quality and beauty of these objects. The objective in the
development of the licenses project is to guarantee the most widespread
presence of AC Milan brand in the world.
In terms of process, from 2008/2009 football season and until 2016/2017
football season, the Master License rights were transferred to Adidas, and AC
Milan kept the supervision and control in the choice of licensees and articles
covered by the license. In this period the Club has always held the rights of
publishing products, videogames, names and numbers, franchises, collectibles
and financial services.
Starting from July 1, 2017, will independently manage licensees' portfolio.
This coincided with the creation of an innovative Style Guide that focuses on
different targets such as Infant, Kid, Preteen, Teen and Adults.
The focus of the new Style Guide is on the concept of “Milanese style” and of
“Made in Italy” acknowledged world-wide and appreciated for its style, design,
fashion and hospitality.
At the same time, the Company is committed to the fight against
counterfeiting, through the collaboration with the competent authorities and
continuous technological updating. For each Official Product there is a
hologram that identifies each article.
In the future, even in the management of licenses, AC Milan Group intends to
increasingly express an ecological sensitivity, starting from the most concrete
elements such as the introduction in the official sales points of recycled paper
bags.
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3. FONDAZIONE MILAN

“Shortly Fondazione Milan will be 15 years old, we are
an active reality all over Italy, and we have also
undertaken initiatives in different countries all over the
world. We focus on children, on young people, we are
present in many Italian cities, in difficult districts. The
Report is absolutely positive, there is always so much to
do, we hope to carry out initiatives for young people’s
world”.
- Barbara Berlusconi

Operational model, objectives and values
Fondazione Milan has been representing AC Milan's desire to work for the
community, especially for new generations, for 14 years. The work focuses on
the development of philanthropic initiatives that use sports as a tool to respond
to the most urgent social needs.
In 2016/17 football season, Fondazione Milan confirmed the business model
based on three guidelines - Sport for Change, Sport for All, Sport for
Values and the program dedicated to Emergency situations.
Some innovations have also been introduced to further enhance the impact of
each initiative.
Sport for Change has been enriched with new offices on the territory, managed
directly by Human Resources of Fondazione Milan and the work dedicated to
young people in conflict with the law has been deepened. As for Sport for All,
new projects were tested to support disabled people to access sports practice,
working in contexts different from those areas where people with difficulties
are supported.
With Sport for All we also wanted to set up a pathway dedicated to the young
players of AC Milan Youth Sector to create moments of mutual exchange with
the protagonists of the projects of Fondazione Milan, a privileged opportunity
to convey the values of diversity, the ability to adapt and listening to other
people, the culture of inclusion.
Finally, Fondazione Milan set up a fund dedicated to fundraising for the people
of central Italy affected by the earthquake on August 24, 2016. Fondazione
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Milan organized various fundraising activities, involving all the departments of
the Club, the First Team Players and Milan Glorie.

KPI
Funds raised by AC Milan Foundation
N. of young people involved in programs supported or launched by FM
N. of operational programs managed by FM
Values of the operational programs managed by FM
N. of social projects financed by MF

2016/2017

2015/2016

630,698

482,299

about 3,000

about 2,500

4

4

220,384

130,903

7

7

Value of the social projects financed by MF

171,541

344,891

Total value of the investment supported by MF

391,925

475,794
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Social Network

2016/2017

2015/2016

About
190,000

177,956

Number of Milan Foundation’s supporters on Facebook
Total engagement: number of interactions with supporters (posts,
private messages, etc.) on Facebook

361,448

161,922

34h

34h

516,663

222,670

Average response time (or maximum) to supporters on Facebook
Users engaged – Total users who interacted with Milan Foundation
Users engaged – Overall average users who interacted with Milan
Foundation per month

Areas of intervention

43,055

18,555

2016/2017

2015/2016

-

20%

Sport For Change

56%

52%

Sport For All

31%

21%

Emergency

13%

1%

-

6%

Sport For Values

Other

Efficiency Index

2016/2017

2015/2016

General charges

36%

29%

Charges for institutional activities

63%

30%

-

-

2%

41%

Extraordinary charges
Fundraising charges

Funding sources **

2016/2017

2015/2016

Companies and Foundations

39%

36%

5x1000

43%

23%

-

6%

Events and Charitable contributions Milan Glorie
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Funding sources **
Individual Charitable contribution
Extraordinary income

2016/2017

2015/2016

18%

35%

-

-

**note: in the new Report, charitable contributions coming from events and Milan Glorie have been reabsorbed in the
other macro-categories

Fondazione Milan projects
We share the values of sport with young pepole, to help them have a positive
attitude to life

Sport For Change
Sport for Change is a program created by Fondazione Milan, aimed at
supporting young people aged 12 to 24 who, due to different causes, are
at risk of early-school leaving or have already been convicted.
The goal is to ensure that young people resume their studies supporting them
in the process of social reintegration.
The program provides for the setting up of an area, where these young
people, recommended by schools, social services, educational institutions and
aggregation bodies of a specific territory, are accompanied through an annual
path structured as follows:
1. Introduction to sports practice
2. Recreational-expressive workshops
3. Vocational activities and professional advice to help adolescents to
identify their own business project;
4. Individual psycho-educational support.
In this path these young boys and girls are followed by a team formed by a
coach, a pedagogist and a psychologist.
2016/2017 season marked an important moment in the development of the
program.
On the one hand, the benefits of the previous three years were collected in the
territories of Bollate, Limbiate and Bernareggio. The schools, while
acknowledging the benefits of the initiative, have included Fondazione Milan’s
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proposal within the educational offer and this supported teachers’
involvement in a more complete and conscious assessment of the children
involved in the program, recording all changes during the school year through
a specific questionnaire developed by the staff of Fondazione Milan.
The parents, after overcoming the last mistrusts, have proved to be true
allies in their children’s educational, integrating with the work of the staff
and encouraging the achievement of the objectives defined for each one.
Finally, the amateur sports associations, key to these three areas, have
been called to invest in the establishment and training of their own dedicated
staff who have supported those who have implemented the work in previous
years. This certainly challenging move was made to bequeath a model of social
intervention on the territory.
2016/17 season also saw the birth of new areas, the result of the experience
gained in the previous three years. In fact, activities were launched Milan’s
zone 4 and 5, as well as in the Municipality of Vimodrone. Three newareas
in Milan, plus those in Naples and Rome, for a total of eight areas dedicated
to this program on a national basis in the 2016/17 season.
The decision to invest in new projects arises from the desire to expand the
territorial network, to consolidate and to develop the working model, also in
light of the remarks and assessments of what was carried out on the field.
The development of the work in the new areas is the result of a management
entirely carried out by Fondazione Milan’s staff, which has allowed a
more precise and constant monitoring of the activities. Project managers,
coaches, educators and psychologists have been selected, trained and led by
the Fondazione. With these professionals, the number of human resources
working on this program reached 23 persons in the season, in addition to
laboratory technicians.
The selection of the intervention areas was born by crossing the data of the
needs to which we tried to respond thanks to partners open to a collaboration
with Fondazione Milan. So Zone 4 and 5 in Milan - in which Fondazione Milan
had already started a test in the recent seasons - are among the most critical
areas in terms of early-school leaving in the Lombard capital, while the areas
of Vimodrone and Rome have been developed in collaboration with institutions
that have experience with minors in conflict with the law. Finally, the
intervention in Naples, also due to a collaboration born in 2011, was due to
both categories of young people, thanks also to a privileged relationship with
Nìsida juvenile prison.
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In each of the new area the intervention model already tested in previous
experiences was implemented, enriched by new and more involving
laboratories, by the planning of sports activity even more integrated with the
educational objectives, by initiatives of openness to the territory with a highly
inclusive vocation.
The construction of the territorial network was fundamental for every new
intervention, both for the recruitment phase of the young boys and girls on the
territory and for the building of the individual path. The network has thus
become a real ally in supporting the inclusion of children, looking for jobs and
goals consistent with the different realities that intercept their teenage lives,
sometimes with a need for more care or support.
About 150 direct beneficiaries during the season: children and young
people who have followed a path of inclusion through sport and we have tried
to give them the opportunity to develop their talents and cultivate their
dreams and passions.
Sport For All
The Sport for All program was born with the aim of giving children and
young people with disabilities the opportunity to play sports, with
particular attention: training and playing together with their able-bodied peers.
To give substance to this commitment, Fondazione Milan has been looking for
the best experiences in sports and/or taking care of people with disabilities,
creating alliances capable of favouring meaningful experiences for disabled.
This modus operandi allowed to experience, over time, different responses and
actions, each capable of reaching the objective set.
This approach was also confirmed during 2016/2017 season, during which
Fondazione Milan Foundation committed to four initiatives in the Lombardy
region.
The desire to verify once again the power of sport as a social glue in the face
of disability glued these projects, each declining more specific objectives:
• using sport as an educational and qualifying tool for people with
disabilities;
• exploiting the potential of sport to convey important values to structure a
support path in contact with diversity;
• using sport to encourage the meeting with able-bodied people available
to get involved with people with disabilities in unidentified settings as
places of care.
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PlayMore! Special is one of the initiatives that sums up well this work. The
project arises from the collaboration between Fondazione Milan and PlayMore –
Milan’s sports association that involves sports supporters of all ages, genres,
abilities and nationalities in projects and social aggregation events. The project
was born from the need to give through sport, a concrete response to the issue
of social integration and to the central role of people with disabilities, as well
as citizens’ active participation.
Acting as a collector for the needs of the territory, PlayMore! Special has
collected reports from local associations and cooperatives, it has involved
young athletes with disabilities and has built extended activities that allow
interaction with other sportsmen, coaches and volunteers.
The project has been structured in two macro activities:
• an integrated football practice with weekly training sessions,
managed by a teacher and an educator, and it’s open to 12 young people
with disabilities and 6 young volunteers.
• a calendar of social events, ie opportunities to create a comparison
between the athletes enrolled in the course and those of other
organizations in the Milan area.
Each event was designed to be a moment to raise awareness of integrated
sport, but above all a party for players, relatives, friends and all the citizens of
the neighbourhood.
In addition to the 4 projects on which the work of the entire Season was
focused, Fondazione Milan proposed the experience of the Special Soccer
Camp for the 4th consecutive year. The initiative arose from the
collaboration with Milan Junior Camp and it aims at integrating children
and young people with disabilities into summer camps, allowing many
young people with intellectual-relational disabilities and young people to
develop together, discovering the differences as a treasure, united by one
great passion: sport.
To carry out the project, Fondazione Milan works both with camp managers
and with associations that deal with disabilities and that act as intermediaries
with the children and their families. The project uses football in general and
the experience of the camp in particular, as a tool for integration to respond to
different types of difficulties: physical disability, mental distress and social
discomfort.
For summer 2017, four specific interventions have been identified, both in the
city formula and the residential one with overnight stays:
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Milan City Camp of Milan, realized at the Cimiano sports centre in
collaboration with AITA Onlus where a group of ten children with autism
spectrum disorder stayed for three weeks. The students of the project,
as well as the coaches, are supported by the tutors of AITA,
psychologists or psycho-pedagogists with a ratio of 1:1/1:2 and they are
supervised by specialists in Child Neuropsychiatry who belong to national
health facilities. The presence and collaboration of specialized tutors and
qualified coaches guarantees an adequate and professional response to
children’s specific needs, it encourages integration and it optimizes the
impact on families who can perceive greater wellbeing, knowing that
they have found a competent and appropriate space, where their
children can spend hours of play and serenity.
• Milan Junior Camp San Martino al Cimino (VT), realized in
collaboration with AITA project: 5 children followed by the association
shared a week with 45 other children.
• Milan Junior Camp Lignano Sabbiadoro, realized in collaboration with
BRIANTEA84: eight children with intellectual disabilities attended the
camp from July 30 to August 5 - Briantea84 A.S.D. promotes sports for
people with disabilities, in particular by addressing young people.
• Special Soccer Camp Napoli, realized in collaboration with SSD Europa
of Naples and AITA Onlus addressed to fifteen kids with autism spectrum
disorder.
The Special Soccer Camps have been an extraordinary experience, capable of
generating full integration, through sport and play, of able-bodied kids and
children with autism spectrum disabilities or cognitive and relational delays.
For this reason, Fondazione Milan decided to confirm participation in the Europ
Assistance Relay Marathon as a privileged moment of project promotion and
fundraising necessary for the new edition in summer 2017. Many runners on
April 2, 2017 decided to run alongside public charity linked to AC Milan, also
becoming active as fundraisers. Many lovers of running while supporting
Fondazione Milan found a further motivation to tie their shoes and to challenge
themselves on the distance. 160 runners for 40 relays participated in the
non-competitive relay. 5 athletes decided to try their hand in the entire
marathon. More than €22,000 were raised, also thanks to the generosity of
Alfaparf Milano that involved its employees as runners in the marathon, and
GeneralFinance that set up a fundraising and raffled a generosity prize.
•

The work done during the year was challenging and full of satisfactions.
Fondazione Milan organized a party of the closing of 2016/2017 season of
Sport for All, held on June 10, 2017 at the Cimiano Sports Centre. The event
saw many young people, protagonists of the various projects, experiencing a
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morning of sport, games and exercises on the field. A real party that was also
the narration of the path of Sport for All during the season just ended and
that has involved over 500 children, young people and young adults
with disabilities.
KPI Sport for All

2016/2017

Beneficiaries

About 680

PROJECT AREA
Teens included in integrated teams

About 550

Number of Partners

7
8 (football, golf, karate, basketball, swimming,
dance, canoeing, orienteering)

Practiced sports
Number of sports competitions

3

SPECIAL SOCCER CAMP AREA
Teens enrolled in the program

296
2 formats
(city, residential)

Number of format
Duration of the program

9 weeks

Non-profit organizations partners

3

Sport For Values
Fondazione Milan has among its objectives to promote the value of the
person, sport and fair play. This is why we created the Sport for Values
program that has been implemented, also for 2016/2017 season, according to
a work method already tested in past years.
The concept is to create moments in which professional athletes and
positive public figures start a dialogue with young people, telling their
experience, thanks to the involvement of schools, parishes, aggregation
centres, amateur sports associations.
Through these informal moments it is easier to highlight the importance of
figures usually recognised for their professional performances, not for their
human qualities.
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The career of a sportsman, for example, is made up of sacrifices, fatigue, rules
to be respected, objectives to be achieved, challenges to overcome. Values
that transcend the world of sport, values that have always been at the centre
of every activity of Fondazione Milan.
During 2016/2017 football season we organised 4 meetings which involved
players from the First Team, AC Milan Glorie and sportsmen from the world of
fencing.
Considering the success of these meetings, Fondazione Milan wanted to enrich
the program with a series of moments designed to involve AC Milan Youth
Sector teams and, where possible, Club’s employees.
In this season all AC Milan teams have been involved, from Pulcini 2009 to
Primavera footballers (U19s), in a match aimed at the young protagonists of
Fondazione Milan projects. The agenda of the joint activity was designed to
convey the values of diversity and the culture of inclusion to AC Milan’s young
footballers and to discover how every difficulty can be transformed into an
opportunity for growth. So, the children followed by Fondazione Milan got an
opportunity to continue the educational work in particular towards adaptation
to the competitive challenge and to listening to the other.
The activities have been designed in compliance with the work developed since
the beginning of the season and in line with the age of the players involved. In
fact, every coaching involved a team coming from the projects
promoted by Fondzione Milan and a team of the same age of the Youth
Sector. For the children of Limbiate and Bollate projects, a training and a
meeting with AC Milan’s 2003-2004 teams and AC Milan Women's team have
been organized.
2005 team, played with Don Gnocchi Foundation at the Vismara Sports Centre.
AC Milan U15 players visited the Holy Family Foundation, which takes care of
welcoming and assisting people with disabilities. Under 16s have visited the
Kayros Community of Vimodrone, that welcomes young people in detention –
on parole, involved in recovery programs, and young people from contexts of
serious social need.
Finally, one last appointment featured some AC Milan’s employees, the players
from AC Milan Youth Club and PlayMore! Special’s athletes, one of the projects
born to give, through sport, a concrete answer to social integration and to the
importance of people with disabilities. AC Milan’s guests were involved in one
of the stages of the “Circuito Special”, a competition parallel to the “Coppa
dei Quartieri” of Milan, whose goal is to involve middle school teens, not
included in traditional sports circuits in a multi-sport tournament (volleyball,
soccer and athletics). The guests, divided into groups, participated in the
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triangular program becoming immediately an integral part of the team groups.
An opportunity for growth for all, once again demonstrating the great strength
of sport in breaking down barriers. Special thanks to Marco Sfreddo (recently
winner at the FIFDS Football World Cup - International Football Federation For
People With Down Syndrome) and Matteo Ambrosini, both protagonists of
the Coppa Quartieri - Circuito Special who had presented their own experience
to the youth teams of AC Milan Youth Sector. Without avoiding teens’
questions, they gave their particular vision of sport and the concepts of
sacrifice, fatigue, respect and propensities to objectives. Values that are
fundamental in sport, which are also essential in everyday life. The program
with the Youth Sector involved approximately 650 young people and the
contribution of all adults involved, in particular technical staff, has been very
important.
Emergency
Fondazione Milan has consolidated a working model that develops over three
guidelines plus a fourth one - dedicated to Emergency – which expresses
Fondazione Milan’s desire to intervene in contexts affected by natural
disasters or in which the social and economic conditions require
particular attention.
This program has a cross-cutting objective which is common to all areas of
Fondazione Milan’s work: giving back to children and young people the right to
play and enjoy, giving life to sports spaces and opportunities for recreational
activities.
On August 24, 2016 numerous seismic episodes have affected central Italy,
upsetting the daily life of the populations of Marche, Umbria, Lazio and
Abruzzo.
To show its closeness, Fondazione Milan set up a dedicated fund in September
2016, to support the reconstruction of the sites hit by the earthquake. The
desire, in fact, is to rebuild spaces for aggregation and sharing and to give,
especially to the little ones, safe places for games and sports. The fund was
also activated thanks to AC Milan Glorie commitment: on September 3, 2016,
in fact, a memorable match was played in the incredible setting in the
Emirates Stadium in London, featuring AC Milan Glorie and Arsenal
Legends. Robert Pires, Freddie Ljungberg, David Seaman, Paolo Maldini, Marcel
Desailly, Cafu and Abbiati played. The proceeds from the match were donated
to Arsenal Foundation and to Fondazione Milan, which transferred them to the
Earthquake Fund.
During the season AC Milan Glorie participated, as
testimonial, also to other sporting events, launched with the aim of collecting
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additional resources to be allocated to the cause. An example is the volleyball
charity match on the snow promoted by Nutrilite and Plan de Corones Tourist
Consortium, which has seen some of the protagonists of AC Milan history and
the professional figures of the Italian national volleyball team challenged each
other.
All members of the First Team were also among the first to respond to
the call to action launched by Fondazione Milan. Thanks to the players'
availability, a series of auctions were activated, thanks to which the supporters
were able to win soccer official clothes and the opportunity to spend time with
their favourite players. Thanks to the contribution of many supporters, the
over €220,000 raised will be invested in these projects:
• refurbishment of Amatrice sports ground, in collaboration with Lega
Serie A and B Solidale;
• building of a playground inside the nursery school of Pieve Torina
(MC) and building of a multi-purpose hall inside the nursery school
of Eggi (PG), in collaboration with Francesca Rava Foundation.
The completion of the works and the delivery of the spaces are expected in the
first months of 2018, while hoping to add the creation of a summer campus
dedicated to the children and teenagers of Amatrice and the surrounding
areas, to animate those places and to bring back the right to play in a context
that is still so problematic.

AC Milan Glorie
2016/2017 football season has been demanding for AC Milan Glorie.
On July 1, 2016 the players were engaged in Belarus for the match against the
Bate Borisov legends at the “Barysaŭ-Arena”. The match was an opportunity
to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the establishment of F.C. Bate and 15
years from the debut of the yellow-blue line-up in European competitions,
when in 2001 they played against AC Milan in UEL.
AC Milan Glorie took the field with AC Milan’s 2016/207 season’s jersey with
Fondazione Milan logo. Among AC Milan, for the first time the Belarussian
Vitali Kutuzov was “called up”, in 2001 he played against AC Milan with Bate
Borisov and landed in Milan in the following season; we also wish to highlight
Thomas Helveg first “call up”, in addition Cosmin Contra’s return.
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AC Milan Glorie were the protagonists of a second appointment: on September
3, 2016 a memorable match featuring AC Milan Glorie squad and Arsenal
Legends was played in the Emirates Stadium. The proceeds from the match
were donated to Arsenal Foundation and to Fondazione Milan. AC Milan
Public Charity used this donation to activate a fund for the earthquake
emergency that hit Central Italy in August and October 2016. This is how AC
Milan Glorie continues to give emotions to AC Milan’s supporters, combining
the solidarity effort that has always characterized AC Milan's legends.
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4. FAN ZONE

“I wish to thank our fans for their daily support and love.
No matter when and where, you are always there! We
are all united again: supporters, club, management and
shareholders. We fight together, we support the team in
all possible ways and we are going back where AC Milan
deserves to stay. Because we are AC Milan”
- Yonghong Li

The warmth, enthusiasm and passion of our supporters have always
represented the beating heart of the Club. For this reason, AC Milan considers
its supporters as the first Stakeholders of the Club. An ever-present bond,
which in recent years we have made even stronger through numerous
initiatives and services dedicated to them, which go far beyond the pitch.
To establish the partnership between the Club and fans, during the planning of
growth and development policies, AC Milan pays particular attention to the
relationship with its supporters both at the stadium and before and after,
through all the communication channels available.
There are many activities aimed at establishing and nurturing a bond of trust
with our fans: from the re-shaping of Stadium prices, aimed at bringing more
and more supporters to the day of the match, CRM and Brand Loyalty
initiatives, dedicated to the development of transparent and personalized
communication with supporters.
The strong attention to the “sporting expectations” of AC Milan’s supporters
is the element that drives the ambition to excellence in performances and the
commitment to maintain a high level of competitiveness on Italian and
European football stage. Objectives that, together with the guarantee of sports
ethics, have always been pursued by AC Milan Group.
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Borderless passion

“AC Milan’s supporters in the world are the true value
and the true priceless asset of this Club”
- Yonghong Li, Chairman AC Milan

AC Milan, with its 118 years of history and successes, is one of the most
followed national and international clubs.
Our Fan Base is made up of almost 131 million supporters spread all over
the world, of which almost 28 million in Europe2.
“Cuorerossonero” supporters are 481,000 Milan Club members are about
80,000.
With a Fan Base of 402 million supporters, AC Milan is the Italian team with
the highest number of supporters all over the world, while it ranks 5th in the
ranking of the most followed international teams, behind FC Barcelona,
Real Madrid CF, FC Manchester United and FC Bayern Monaco3.

2
3

Report Nielsen 2017 (May)
Report Nielsen 2017 (May)
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The Group's objective remains to further increase the globalization of AC
Milan’s brand, through the penetration in new markets - especially the Asian
one - and winning over new supporters, from millennials to the female world,
to those not interested in football.

The experience at “San Siro” Stadium
It’s over a century that San Siro Stadium is AC Milan’s home, a symbol
witnessing AC Milan’s great successes.

“San Siro Stadium sold out, supporting us is fantastic."
- Marco Fassone - CEO

AC Milan has always been very attentive to the connection between their
supporters and the Stadium as we are aware of the value and of the
importance of every moment of the match.
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AC Milan is committed to satisfying as much as possible all the needs of its
supporters.
The Group's goal is to make the stadium experience and the match day
one of the most important moments in supporters’ life.
In recent years, the Group has focused on accessibility policies, which
revolve around the game, starting from the analysis of stadium’s ticket
prices, the reasons why supporters go to the stadium and the purchase
points.
The main areas of intervention were:
•

A rationalization of pricing policies with the aim of increasing
attendance at the stadium;

•

the increase in ticket distribution channels to improve accessibility
to matches;

•

the improvement of customer care services and of fans experience
at the stadium (hospitality, park, food&beverage, etc.);

•

increasing the involvement of supporters through new digital
channels and greater transparency in communication;

•

promptness in replying to complaints and specific requests before
and during the match.

STADIUM

2016/2017

Number of tickets sold during the season
Proceeds from tickets sold during the season (€)
Number of subscribers attending matches of the season
Proceeds from subscriptions during the season (€)
Total stadium proceeds during the season (€)
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2015/2016

495,641

440,027

16,878,618

13,516,000

283,806

366,953

5,708,562

8,427,257

22,587,180

21,943,257

SPECTATORS*

2016/2017

2015/2016

Female TV spectators

29%

26%

Male TV spectators

71%

74%

U19-TV spectators

8%

9%

TV spectators aged from 20 to 34

12%

14%

TV spectators aged from 35 to 54

34%

35%

TV spectators aged over 54

46%

42%

* Data source: Report Nielsen

Ticketing and commercial layout of the stadium
Among the main activities dedicated to the development and the review of the
ticketing and the commercial layout of the Stadium, we highlight the Booking
16/17 project.
The initiative - started in January 2016 for the strategic planning of 2016/2017
football Season - aimed at making San Siro Stadium more accessible to
different customer clusters and making the cost of the ticket even more
rationale compared to the specific match and to the position inside the
Stadium.
The work program envisaged an initial phase of analysis of the status-quo,
through an in-depth study on: places and methods of purchasing tickets;
sectors of the stadium of greater attendance; behaviours of the main
competitors, in particular FC Inter; mood of the supporters in the current
football Season and forecasts for the next one; specific tests in relation to
comparable matches of the previous football Season.
At the end of these survey activities, some improvements were implemented
relevant to ticket pricing policies, in order to increase the number of spectators
at the Stadium, to offer greater transparency and communication on prices,
and to improve company performances.
Among the main changes:
•

Setting up of 4 price lists (A|B|C|D) replacing the 2 ones previously
used;
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•

Same price for all sales channels;

•

Free tickets for Under 7;

•

Review of the layout of the first red and orange stand (4 different subsectors) theatre style.

The analysis of the results of the Booking 16/17 project showed a significant
increase both in fans’ attendance at the Stadium, and in the number of single
tickets sold, thus making the match more accessible, without losing the value
of the event and generating a sharp increase in revenues from the Club.
TACKLING SECONDARY TICKETING
AC Milan is committed to guarantee its supporters more and more
transparency, clarity and information related to the communication of ticket
prices, discouraging the purchase of tickets through unofficial channels. As
part of this commitment, during 2016/2017 football Season the Club pursued
several SEM campaigns, aimed at tackling the sale of tickets through
unauthorized websites.As part of this effort, the Group undertakes
concretely:
•

To report on the website in a direct and clear way that supporters must
not rely on other websites for the purchase of tickets at the same time
with each Ticketing communication;

•

To offer specific support to fans, through the Customer Service, both
before the purchase - in case we are asked for info on the reliability of
some unofficial sites - and afterwards, offering all possible support to
those who have been cheated may retaliate against the dealer who
committed the crime;

•

To carry out specific checks on the validity of the tickets at the
stadium, either visually by checking the stewards at the entrances, or
electronically at the second access control, verifying, for example, that
the tickets issued at a reduced price show the correct wording on the
ticket and they are used by U14s/O65s.

•

To offer the stadium the possibility of filing a complaint in case of
fraud; where possible supporters are then hosted at the stadium to
watch the match.
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Stadium’s accessibility
Football is more than only a sport.
According to AC Milan, football is passion, fun and growth and, as such, it
has to be capable of attracting also younger people to the matches. Over
5,000 tickets were sold during 2016/2017 football Season to U17s and over
20,000 were sold to U14s.
Elderly age groups are not excluded from the social inclusion project. In fact,
over 5,000 tickets were sold for over 65s.
NUMBER OF TICKETS SOLD DURING THE SEASON*

2016/2017 Football
Season

Age Groups
Under 7

5,000+

Under 14

20,000+

Under 25

Subscriptions dedicated

Over 65

5,000+

*note: The figure doesn’t include season tickets
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A BARRIER-FREE STADIUM
The Club also undertakes to use football as a social glue also for disability,
ensuring even more infrastructural accessibility for disabled people.
KPI
N. of disabled people at the Stadium during football Season 2016/2017
N. of social tickets (tickets donated to Associations and public Institutions
dealing with social activities)
N. of young people accepted in the dedicated segment

2016/2017

2015/2016

3,904

1,913

719

2,000

8,190

8,581

To favor the access to the stadium, A.C. Milan has set up a reservation service,
specifically designed for AC Milan’s disabled supporters.
In order to ensure greater safety and accessibility, supporters with disabilities
enjoy specific places inside the stadium, which are suitable for the special
needs of wheelchairs and people with mobility difficulties.
The Group also provides for a contact address for people with disabilities for
information, communications and any requests: disabili@acmilan.it.
BOX: NEW PLATFORM FOR DISABLED PEOPLE IN THE FIRST ORANGE STAND
Milan Group – following the awarding of UEFA Champions League 2016 Final and in
accordance with Milan Municipality – decided to accept the request of CAFE (Centre for
Access to Football in Europe) and to set up an elevated platform, along the parterre of the
orange stand, to allow wheelchair spectators to improve the view of the pitch.
The elevated platform is raised above the previous walk-over flooring of about 35 cm, thus
avoiding the parapet to be a visual obstacle to wheelchair spectators.

Security in the stadium
During match-days, security management - outside San Siro Stadium and on
the stands - is a topic of major importance for Milan Group and its
Stakeholders.
The Club's commitment is to prevent any risk for all fans at the Stadium supporters, stewards, health assistants and all the staff - to ensure the
enjoyment of the event through the maximum possible security.
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During 2016/2017 football Season, about 1,862 resources were used to
provide health assistance in the stadium, providing assistance in 137 cases
of illness and trauma. 650 people on average were involved in stewarding
activities per match dedicated to reception services, access control,
observation and surveillance of spectators and verification of compliance with
regulations. For each of steward, about 10 avg hours of specific training per
year are (divided in pre-match briefing dedicated to match preparation and
practical exercise during the events) as well as 33 hours of initial basic
training.
KPI

2016/2017

Number of health interventions in the Stadium during the season

137

2015/2016
132

Supporter Liaison Officer
AC Milan considers as fundamental to maintain a direct channel of
communication and collaboration between supporters and Club, before, during
and after the match and in or outside the pitch.
This includes the professional figure of the Supporter Liaison Officer (SLO) who works as a delegate of the Club for the relationships with supporters and
as a communication channel between the Club and the supporters - with the
aim of ensuring a healthy and responsible cheer, offering the best possible
assistance to the team’s supporters.
The main activities carried out by the SLO are:
•

•
•

•
•

To act as a key contact point between the Club and the supporters,
ensuring that each supporter has the opportunity to contact an
authorized representative of the Club
To inform the club's management about supporters’ problems by acting
as an expert consultant on the subject
To ensure a link and a channel of continuous communication between the
club and the supporters and to promote the improvement of this
relationship
To work in close contact and cooperation with the Club's security officer
To mediate the discussions between the club and supporters’ groups and
between fans and public security forces.
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The final goal of the SLO is to guarantee supporters the opportunity to
participate in their team’s sports events with the possibility of generating the
show that every Sunday fills the Italian stadiums with heat.

Legality
AC Milan is a Club anchored to solid popular roots, traditionally quite distant,
both at the Club’s level, both at the level of its supporters, to phenomena of
violence, racism and discrimination of any kind, which are firmly condemned.
On the occasion of the matches, AC Milan commits to enforce all law and
sports’ provisions already in force for the fight against racism and any form of
discrimination.
During 2016/2017 Season no penalties for racism or territorial discrimination
have been imposed on the Club.
The Club also intends to maintain maximum compliance not only with respect
to the principles of FIGC Sports Justice Code, but also in relation to its Code of
Ethics, Code of Conduct and Anti-Racism. The Group's objective is to have staff
and supporters increasingly responsive and trained, thus also preventing the
risk of any reputational and image damage.
During 2016/2017 football season, Lega Serie A sanctioned AC Milan on four
occasions, for a total amount of €13,500, in sharp decline compared to the
trend of previous years. Specifically, 3 of these disciplinary sanctions were
imposed due to infringements of Lega Serie A regulations by the spectators,
while the other one concerned a minor delay of the kick off of the matches
attributable to the Club. No significant financial penalties were applied for
cases of non-compliance with environmental laws or regulations and no
penalties for territorial discrimination and racism were received.
KPI
Number of penalties received for territorial discrimination/racism
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2016/2017

2015/2016

0

1

Communication with fans and supporters

“I can only thank people who travel for kilometres for this
team. I can only say thank you: a very heartfelt thank
you”.
- Marco Fassone - CEO

Our fans are not only those who follow the matches or actively participate in
events and initiatives related to the team, they are also real customers with
the right to use a range of services dedicated to them.
For this reason, the Group invests a significant part of the resources and of the
energies in the attempt to improve its CRM, Business Intelligence and Data
Management systems.
AC Milan’s challenge is to be able to interpret all the information and data that
the Group has at its disposal, in order to transform them in strategic actions
and concrete activities to support the business.
In recent years, the Group has supported various investments to innovate
communication methods and tools and to enhance the relationship with its fan
base, in particular increasing the knowledge of its supporters with the aim of
responding to their needs in an increasingly specific and timely manner.
In this sense, the Group has set goals for the future such as the launch of
initiatives to enhance each behavioural cluster and capable of responding to
any type of need (online browsing, consumption, life in the social networks’
world), as well as initiatives to improve the information capacity compared to
the fan base requested by the Group’s sponsors.
Through a deep knowledge of supporters, of their behaviour and their
expectations, the Club is more and more able to offer a better “experience” to
fans, from the purchase phase to post-sales and Customer Care.

The relationship with our supporters
AC Milan acknowledges the centrality and the importance of a constant, direct
and clear relationship with supporters.
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The attention to the dialogue with supporters is linked to the Club’s willingness
to provide all the information necessary to meet the different needs, through
all the channels available.
In particular, the use of new digital channels allows the Club to reach and to
communicate with AC Milan’s supporters world-wide.
The purpose of the Group is to provide, even more effectively, the full
realization of its supporters’ interests, to increase their participation and
involvement on the day of the match and to create a strong connection
between what happens during the match and what happens in the previous
days.
To achieve this goal and to offer supporters an increasingly unique and
personalized experience, AC Milan has started an ambitious path of digital
integration of all its contact channels:
•
•
•
•
•

Milan TV: the telematic channel on satellite and in Sky Sport package
AcMilan.com, already online in English, Italian and Chinese
Social
Media:
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google+ and YouTube
(Weibo, WeChat and YouKu for China)
Dugout, a digital platform on football launched together with other 9
European top clubs
Casa Milan, Fondazione Milan and Milan Academy
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The next and the most important step will be the creation and launch of the
App, as key instrument of content delivery, a development of Milan
Community and exclusive experiences.
AC Milan, through the “AC Milan Digital Platform”, manages all the data and
information relating to communication channels that form customers’
relationship system, thus monitoring the Group’s sensitive and visibility in all
communication channels.

The system consists of 5 sections:
ATTRACTION: it assesses ACMilan’s digital ecosystem capaability and that of
individual touchpoints to attract supporters to the brand and its content.
ENGAGEMENT & CONVERSION: it focuses on the ability of AC Milan's digital
ecosystem to engage supporters and to entertain them through content
published and released by individual touchpoints.
RETENTION: it shows how AC Milan’s digital ecosystem is able to retain
supporters in terms of time and ability to get them back once they leave the
system.
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ADVOCACY: it monitors content in terms of users' sharing and it identifies
influencers, ie, the supporters who contribute to amplify the brand's voice on
the web, considering possibilities of involvement in the brand's valorisation
strategy.

Milan Media House
On July 1, 2016, the Club created Milan Media House, a new communication
department aimed at integrating and managing all communication channels:
Milan TV, AcMilan.com, Social Media, Dugout, Casa Milan, Milan Foundation
and Milan Academy
Milan Media House is the control room for the identification of a unique and
integrated editorial strategy for all these channels.
The Media House is in fact designed to manage the relationship with the
various stakeholders in an increasingly innovative and personal dynamic. Milan
Media house was created to gather processes and analyse supporters’ data and
information.
Milan Media House’s mission consists of the following pillars:
•

Being a global team with a circular organizational model, ready to
share messages on multimedia platforms around the world

•

Being the main daily interest for all AC Milan’s supporters, with an
interactive approach trough an integrated communication with
supporters

•

Being always close to supporters, maximizing
Experience and the communication on mobile devices

•

Exploiting the new opportunities given by new digital and social
channels, keeping an approach always open to innovation and
improvement

•

Broadening the users’ base, reaching millennials, women, football
fans and not only football fans

•

Looking for new partners, extending the horizon beyond sporting
world, as music and fashion
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the

Customer

•

Being at the service of our Partners, supporting and managing
activities and relationships with Media, Partners and Sponsors

Milan Media House lays its foundations in the evolving and digital
transformation process of football teams as modern entertainment companies,
which has prompted the clubs to directly manage the production and
distribution of content.
Journalists, producers, cameramen, developers, graphic designers, media
planners, social managers, moderators, designers, communities’ managers,
analyst and system integrators collaborate work in Milan Media House:
different skills and different communication channels that impact on the final
costumer’s experience.
Milan Media House is organized on an omnichannel ecosystem - TV / Digital
and Social – content and big data that merge into a single word, more
understandable to the less technical people: RELATIONSHIP.

AC Milan’s Community
Below the data relating to the global community of AC Milan’s social media.
KPI

2016/2017

Monthly average unique visitors of the website

2015/2016

637,507

NEW KPI

Monthly average visits to the website

1,089,606

NEW KPI

Monthly average of page views

2,656,445

NEW KPI

2’ 14’’

2’ 42’’

Access rate to the website from mobile

76%

NEW KPI

Access rate to the website from desktop

24%

NEW KPI

Access rate to the website from tablet*

6,62

NEW KPI

About 2,000

4,000

24,800,000

24,780,000

Over 370,000

308,000

6,000,000

3,575,000

Mean residence time on the website

Number of news published on the website over the football
season**
Total number of fans on Facebook
Total number of subscribers on YouTube
Total number of followers on Twitter
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KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

Total number of followers on Instagram

4,000,000

2,450,000

Total number of followers on Google +

6,000,000

5,800,000

About 9,600

NEW KPI

Number of posts published on social media over the football season

*note: the figure refers to the period January-February-March 2017
**note: located in 3 languages (Italian, English, Chinese)

The Community Manager
AC Milan has recently introduced the figure of the Community Manager, as
responsible for the planning and coordination of the activities of our virtual
community to support the Club's desire to develop and maintain a continuous,
direct and clear relationship with its supporters.
SPEAKING “WITH” SUPPORTERS.

Speaking “with” supporters. Not “to” supporters. The enormous, fascinating, in some ways
new, opportunity, that A.C. Milan gave me, that is to be the new Community Manager of AC
Milan Club, has realized one of my dreams as a child: to establish direct contact with my
readers. Being a journalist and having understood the huge potential of digital and social
communication at the right time has only simplified my task. Pasquale Campopiano, AC
Milan Community Manager, explains us his role. What a better opportunity to clarify to
everyone what lies behind this somewhat mysterious definition.
AN INNOVATION IN FOOTBALL
Because the role of the Community Manager, in football, is an innovation. In the sense that
the person connecting the boundless community of the web and the Club, has usually been
created by brands and factories that are very different from that of football. Also in this case
the communication sensitivity of the new Chinese owner, of the management led by Marco
Fassone and the communication area led by Fabio Guadagnini, made the difference. AC
Milan since that fateful April 13, 2017, the day on which the closing was signed with the
transfer of the shares from Fininvest to the Chinese, has changed pace, not just “skin”.
It opened up to the new communication dynamics, it chose to talk with its supporters, it
removed those filters and those mediations that often characterize sports communication.
And it was able to do so in a few simple steps: by activating its digital channels, allowing
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“live” and “user friendly” access to all its platforms and above all by approaching its people,
with transparency. The summer of “let's move to formal things”, of a season ticket
campaign close to the needs of supporters, a streamlined and direct communication, free
from any external conditioning, represent a strong, innovative signal, which AC Milan’s world
appreciated a lot. AC Milan broke the traditional communication patterns and from its media
house located on the first floor of Casa Milan in Via Aldo Rossi, launched a new, clear
message, directed to its people.
LISTENING THE WEB
My role fits in this context, the Community Manager is merely a mediator of the message
that the club wants to communicate to its supporters and of the feedback that is matched by
the boundless world of passion that is represented by AC Milan’s supporters. AC Milan’s
Community Manager “listens” to the network, interprets its thoughts, establishes a direct
dialogue with users and reports to the club the needs, the fears, the worries, the joys and
the moods of AC Milan’s people. The English call it “sentiment”, perhaps too simplistic to
explain what lies behind that boundless universe represented by the cheer for the favorite
team. The Community Manager interprets supporters’ sentiment, he draws up daily reports
analysing data, posts, numbers and communication flows. The Community Manager lives on
social media, he enters the most diverse forums, he visits dedicated websites and he reads
everything he need to know about his reference world, the web community.
A BOUNDLESS WORLD OF PASSION
Try to close your eyes and to imagine how many millions AC Milan’s supporters every day
tweet, write a post on Facebook or post a photo on Instagram, dedicate time to their great
unique love by participating in discussions in forums or filling pages and virtual pages of
blogs and specialized web sites; with a single common denominator, AC Milan in their heart.
This is the Community, the web universe dedicated to two colors, the red of the fire and the
black of fear. I rehearsed during the 14 long months of the closing: first as a journalist of
Corriere dello Sport and then as a freelancer, I understood that the only way to explain to
such passionate people the complicated mechanism of the acquisition and transfer of
ownership of one of the most successful football clubs in the world, was exactly to explain it
to them.
SPEAKING WITH SUPPORTERS
Sepaking with supporters. The social media did the rest. Opening up to the web and to all its
potential users is a bit like opening up to infinity. And suddenly I found myself with almost
200 million contacts on all my official accounts. This means that almost 200 million people
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have visited my “web” at least once. To listen to the story I was telling, a true story: AC
Milan’s transfer to the Chinese. When everything was done, it was so quick: from journalist
to Community Manager, thanks to AC Milan. My mission has not changed in Casa Milan: I
listen to everything fans have to say and I suggest AC Milan the communication strategies
to increase the trust and passion of its people. Then again the English will tell you that these
things are called sentiment, engagement, loyalty, retention and user experiences, I explain
them like this: dear friends, AC Milan’s supporters, speak, have your say, AC Milan listens to
you. And it is the first football club to do so.
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5. ENVIRONMENT AND SUPPLY CHAIN
We firmly believe in the need to manage our activities responsibly; this is why
we have defined an environmental management system to ensure our path
towards sustainability.

Resource Management and territorial safeguard
AC Milan follows-up its positive pathway towards environmental sustainability
by defining the last operational details of its environmental management
system.
We are defining the environmental management procedures and they are
relevant to:
•

Waste management

•

Management of water discharges

•

Management of air emissions

The main roles and environmental responsibilities for Milanello, Vismara and
Casa Milan will also be defined. The environmental manager must oversee the
correct implementation of environmental procedures, not only in compliance
with the current legislation but also by applying the most cutting-edge
principles regarding the management of waste, discharges and emissions.
We also carried out environmental audits in compliance with the laws in force
in Milanello and Vismara Sports Centres.

Environmental impacts
Below the main indicators of the environmental impact of Milan Group, relevant
to Vismara, Milanello Sports Centres, to Casa Milan and to San Siro Stadium, a
detail of which you may find in the following paragraphs.
KPI

2016/2017

Methane consumption (m3)

1,030,867

Natural Gas (GJ) consumption
Electricity power consumption (KWh)
Electricity power consumption (GJ)
Diesel consumption (l)
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2015/2016
1,005,481

36,218

35,237

7,714,527

8,502,954

27,772

30,611

133,911

98,000

KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

4,826

3,530

Overall energy used by AC Milan (GJ)

68,817

69,467

Overall percentage energy used San Siro Stadium*

45,3%

48,3%

CO2 equivalent emissions Scope 1(tCO2)

2,3784

2,2245

CO2 equivalent emissions Scope 2(tCO2)

2,8936

2,4117

172,172

273,110

304

339

8,6

7,9

295,4

330,8

- hazardous (tons)

0.24

N/A

- non-hazardous (tons)

0.12

N/A

1.38

N/A

2, 31

N/A

Diesel consumption (GJ)

Water consumption (m3)
Total waste produced (tons)
- hazardous (tons)
- non-hazardous (tons)
Waste disposal**

Waste recovery**
- hazardous (tons) (tonnellate)
- non-hazardous (tons)

* In the data referring to San Siro Stadium we consider the consumption of the company M-I Stadio S.r.l.
**The perimeter of San Siro Stadium is excluded from the consolidated data relevant to waste disposal and recovery
4 Source emissions Scope 1 (2016/2017): Ministry of Environment – national standard fuels parameters (update Dec.
31, 2017)
5 Source emissions Scope 1 (2015/2016): Ministry of Environment 2015
6 Source emissions Scope 2 (2016/2017): TERNA, Confronti Internazionali 2015
7 Source emissions Scope 1 (2015/2016): ISPRA, 2015

Sports centres
Milanello sports centre

Founded in 1963, Milanello - located near Varese on a hill at 300 meters above
sea level - is surrounded by a green oasis of about 160 thousand square
meters.
There is a pine forest and a pond, from which water is taken to irrigate the 6
playing fields and the green areas of Sports Centre, through a water recycling
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system. Milan Group periodically carries out the maintenance of all the
surrounding green areas.
Milanello electrical power system has been completely rebuilt, to improve the
usability of the infrastructures, for a greater energy efficiency and consequent
savings for the entire Sports Centre.
Thanks to this intervention, Milanello electricity consumption decreased from
1,384,347 KWh of 2015/2016 Season to 854,326 KWh in 2016/2017 Season.
During 2016/2017 Season, a water heating system - fuelled with natural gas was installed on the grass surface of Milanello's main training ground, ensuring
maximum sports performance in all weather conditions, reducing the number
of possible injuries and maintenance costs.
For this reason, the consumption of natural gas registered an increase of
92.390 m3.
KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

Natural gas consumption (m3)

228,614

136,224

Electricity consumption (KWh)

854,326

1,384,347

Diesel consumption (l)

53,308

Water consumption (m3)

43,598

- From aqueduct

18,577

N/A

- From well

25,021

N/A

Total waste produced (tons)

N/A
16,031

0,848

1,278

- hazardous(tons)

0,308

0,168

- non-hazardous (tons)

0,540

1,110

0,50

0,168

0,09

N/A

Waste disposal
- hazardous(tons)
- non-hazardous (tons)
Waste recovery
- hazardous (tons)

0,258

N/A

- non-hazardous (tons)

0,450

N/A
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KPI

2016/2017

Exploitation of water resources from on-site collection (m3)
Green areas extension (m2)

N/A
about 160,000

2015/2016
17,974
about 160,000

Vismara Sports Centre

Located in the Parco Agricolo Sud of Milan, Peppino Vismara Sports Centre
occupies an area of about 51,000 square meters, located just before the
border with the Municipality of Rozzano.
In line with its sustainability targets, AC Milan periodically takes care of the
maintenance and protection of 1,100 plants in the Park - close to the Sports
Centre field - among which white poplars, black poplars, willows, elms, white
hornbeams, English oaks, rural maples, hawthorns, dogwoods and blackthorns.
The Group also carries out a census of the plants and activities for the
prevention and treatment of those affected by the “pink cancer” - a disease
that affects branches, leaves and trunk with deep cracks. The main activities
carried out by the Group are: periodically checking the state of health of the
plants; disinfecting the wounds due to pruning; cutting the infected branches;
and any other specific treatment aimed at keeping the trees in the best
conditions possible.
KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

Natural gas consumption (m3)

20,909

21,632

Electricity consumption (KWh)

170,350

234,523

Diesel consumption (l)

43,000

28,000

Water consumption (m3)

12,979

4,782

- From aqueduct

12,979

N/A

N/A

N/A

0,168

0,021

- hazardous(tons)

0,002

0,016

- non-hazardous (tons)

0,166

- From well
Total waste produced (tons)

Waste disposal
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0,005

KPI

2016/2017

- hazardous(tons)

2015/2016

0.002

N/A

-

N/A

-

N/A

0.166

N/A

N/A

N/A

About 230,000

N/A

- non-hazardous (tons)
Waste recovery
- hazardous (tons)
- non-hazardous (tons)
Exploitation of water resources from on-site collection (m3)
Green areas extension (m2)

Casa Milan

During the season Casa Milan’s cogeneration system has been developed.
Thanks to this system, it is possible to produce thermal energy and
electricity through a single system, powered by a single primary energy
source.
KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

Natural gas consumption (m3)

460,774

Electricity consumption (KWh)

1,543,230

1,384,084

N/A

N/A

Diesel consumption (l)

527,625

Water consumption (m3)

5,616

2,297

- From aqueduct

5,616

N/A

N/A

N/A

- From well
Total waste produced (tons)

3,051

0,722

- hazardous (tons)

1,317

0,373

- non-hazardous (tons)

1,735

0,349

Waste disposal
- hazardous(tons)

0,195

N/A

0,039

N/A

- hazardous (tons)

1,122

N/A

- non-hazardous(tons)

1,695

N/A

- non-hazardous (tons)
Waste recovery
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San Siro Stadium

Milan Group annually monitors the consumption of San Siro Stadium in order
to manage the overall environmental impacts.
KPI

2016/2017

2015/2016

Natural gas consumption (m3)

320,570

320,000

Natural gas consumption (GJ)

11,263

11,243

Electricity consumption (KWh)

5,146,621

5,500,000

Electricity consumption (GJ)

18,528

19,800

Diesel consumption (l)

37,683

70,000

1,357

2,521

Total energy consumption San Siro Stadium (GJ)

31,148

33,564

Water consumption (m3)

135,000

250,000

300

337

7

7

293

329

Diesel consumption (GJ)

Total waste produced (tons)
- hazardous(tons)
- non- hazardous (tons)

The management of suppliers
For a Group like AC Milan, the management of supplies and sub-supplies is a
fundamental element to guarantee social and environmental responsibility
along the whole value chain.
Monitoring suppliers and managing the purchase of goods and services are
important elements of the business’ sustainable approach.
NEW PURCHASING PROCEDURE
Milan Group has started the implementation of a new purchasing procedure
which defines the responsibilities and internal guidelines for the operational
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and administrative-accounting management of the supply process of goods
and services, with the aim of ensuring:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An appropriate separation of responsibilities within the supply process;
Traceability of supply operations, through a transparent authorization
process;
Completeness and accuracy of orders and promptness in accounting
purchase costs;
Efficiency in the purchasing process, respecting quality, reliability and
savings’ criteria;
A supplier selection process based on the principles of impartiality,
transparency, fairness and ethics
A system of continuous monitoring of suppliers of goods and services.

The new procedure will be applied to all Group Departments and Management
that are involved in the supply of goods and services.
SUPPLY VALUE MANAGEMENT
AC Milan aims to implement a portal for the certification and management of
suppliers that provides for the collection of documents and for the possibility to
carry out performance analysis, spending analysis, and management of the
contractual and bureaucratic part with the supplier.
The main sections of the suppliers’ portal will be:
• Suppliers’ registry
• Product classification
• Document Repository
• Suppliers’ certifications
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6. CLUB’S IDENTITY
Corporate governance
On April 13, 2017 the historic transfer of ownership of Milan Group took place
and it led to the redefinition of the Club's governance structure.
On that date, Fininvest Spa finalized the sale of the its entire shareholding,
equal to 99.93%, to Rossoneri Sport Investment Lux company.
CORPORATE STRUCTURE
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In 2017, the Board of Directors approved the new corporate bylaws governing
the decision-making processes of the Group and the governing bodies.
The governing bodies of the group are:
•
•
•
•

Board of Directors
Shareholders’ meeting
Board of Auditors
Supervisory and Control Body

Board of Directors
Below is the Board of Directors pre-closing:
• Silvio BERLUSCONI - Honorary President
• Adriano GALLIANI - Senior Vice President and CEO | Technical and
Sports Area
• Barbara BERLUSCONI - Senior Vice President and CEO | Non-sports Area
• Paolo BERLUSCONI - Vice President
• Pasquale CANNATELLI - Director
• Leandro CANTAMESSA - Director
• Giancarlo FOSCALE - Director
• Leonardo BRIVIO - Director responsible for Planning, Management
Control and Internal Auditing
Following the change of ownership, here below the new Board of Directors:
• YONG HONG LI - Chairman of the Board of Directors
• MARCO FASSONE - CEO and General Manager
• LI HAN - Director
• BO LU - Director
• RENSHUO XU - Director
• ROBERTO CAPPELLI - Director
• MARCO EMILIO ANGELO PATUANO - Director
• PAOLO SCARONI -Director
Board of Directors’ Members

Male

Female

Under 30 years old

1

-

30 – 50 years old

3

-

Over 50 years old

4

-
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Milan Group relies on an audit firm for accounting control.
Governing and controlling bodies are reported on the official website
www.acmilan.com.
Internal Control System
Within the governance structure there are the Internal control and risk
management system and the Organizational, Management and Control Model
pursuant to Legislative Decree No. 231/01 that rules administrative liability of
corporate bodies.
The purpose and priority of Milan Group's Internal Control System is
company’s management through the identification, assessment, monitoring,
measurement and management of all business risks. The purpose is to ensure
compliance with laws and regulations in force relevant to accounting
matters (Civil Code, Accounting Principles), with Legislative Decree No.
231/2001 (for the administrative liability of legal entities), with Legislative
Decree No. 81/2008 (workplace hygiene and safety), with Legislative Decree
No. 196/2003 (Personal Data Protection Code) and with the regulations of the
federal and international sports bodies (FIGC, UEFA, FIFA).
In 2015, all the companies part of the Group issued an update of the crime
prevention model.
There haven’t been significant cases of non-compliance with the Management,
Organization and Control Model, internal regulations and the Code of Ethics.
Likewise, there have been no episodes of corruption involving Group’s
employees.
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Governance pillars
Milan Group Governance pillars are based on:
•

Transparency of the company’s management;

•

Values system established in the Code of Ethics;

•

Code of Conduct;

•

Anti-Racism guidelines

Transparency of the company’s management
The lack of transparency in football’s world is an ever-current theme and, in
recent years, has caused reputational and image damages to the entire sports
sector, both nationally and internationally.
AC Milan, while acknowledging this urgency, undertakes to respect and further
strengthen its principles of transparency, loyalty and ethics in the management
and administration of corporate events and, more generally, of absolute
frankness and openness towards all the Stakeholders.
Code of Ethics
Milan Group’s Code of Ethics is a document approved by the Board of Directors
of the Club which includes the Company’s values and principles and which are
binding for the staff and for all those who work for the Group.
The Group's commitment is to maintain the highest ethics, integrity and
legality in the performance of its duties and activities.
Milan Group’s Code of Ethics, is available on the website www.acmilan.com, in
CLUB - Code of Ethics section.
Code of Conduct
The Board of Directors of A.C. Milan S.p.A., Milan Entertainment Srl and Milan
Real Estate SpA have enforced (and keep updated) their own Organizational
Model.
This document is a complex set of principles, rules, provisions, organizational
schemes and related tasks and responsibilities that, in compliance with the
system for the assigning of roles and delegating powers and internal
procedures, responds to the purposes and requirements required by Legislative
Decree No. 231/01 (and subsequent amendments) in terms of preventing
crimes and administrative offenses.
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Every company part of Milan Group has also prepared a summary document,
with the Code of Conduct provided for by the Organizational Model, for
collaborators, suppliers, consultants and, in general, third parties who work for
the Company to which they must comply when they collaborate with the
Company.
The Code of Conduct of AC Milan S.p.A, Milan Entertainment Srl and Milan Real
Estate S.p.A., is available on the website www.acmilan.com, in the CLUB –
Code of Conduct section.
Fight against racism
As defined by the Group’s Code of Ethics “A.C. Milan rejects any discrimination
against people based on sex, race, language, personal and social conditions,
religious and political beliefs”.
All employees, football players, technicians and all subjects who establish
contractual relationships with A.C. Milan S.p.A. are required to accept and to
comply with the group's Code of Ethics. As a result of acceptance of the Code
of Ethics, any discriminatory conduct carried out by any person linked to A.C.
Milan will be sanctioned.
The compliance with the Code of Ethics and the clear rejection of any conduct
or racist attitude is a binding condition for the establishment of relationships
with supporters’ groups or associations.
During matches, AC Milan undertakes to scrupulously comply with all law and
sport’s provisions already in force for the fight against racism and against any
form of discrimination, by:
-

carrying out preventive measures on the banners and the printed
materials in the stadium;

-

providing for the removal of banners with racist or discriminatory content
that may be exposed;

-

providing for the expulsion of persons responsible for discriminatory or
racist conduct in compliance with the Stadium’s Regulations and the
season tickets and ticket sales terms and conditions;

-

through audio-video announcements.

A.C. Milan S.p.A. has a long-term plan to strengthen within the company and
among its supporters a mindset totally alien to any concept of racial
discrimination.
This plan includes:
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-

organizing courses for HR on racism;

-

sessions dedicated to racism and fight against any display of racism
made by supporters during the courses organized by the A.C. Milan
S.p.A. for the training of the stewards;

-

involvement of Associazione Italiana Milan Clubs and of the lecturers
participating in the “AC Milan for Oratories” project in organizing
educational and promotional initiatives against racism;

-

looking for facilities to encourage the recognizable presence of
supporters belonging to foreign communities on the model of what
happens for young players;

-

study of slogans and/or letterings to characterize the Company’s
initiatives (for example “tutti I colori sono Rossoneri”) (all colours are
Red and Black);

-

the participation of A.C. Milan S.p.A. to initiatives against racism
eventually promoted by F.I.G.C. or by Lega Serie A.

Furthermore, all the initiatives of A.C. Milan towards young people are based
on the spreading of sports’ values: first of all, those of mutual respect and
tolerance.

Our people
The organizational structure of Milan Group underwent a major change during
2016/2017 season.
With the closing on April 13, 2017 and the establishment of the new
ownership, corporate and sports areas are now reporting to the CEO: Dr Marco
Fassone.
The entire organizational structure was reviewed: the various Departments
were reshuffled in five areas - communication, commercial; sports, financial
and operations - each entrusted to a Chief Officier.
The closing, with the consequent reorganization of the company, came after
long negotiations during which several stakeholders were interested in
becoming the majority shareholder of the Club.
With a very clear approach, the new CEO met all the people of the Group in the
weeks immediately following his appointment. Dr Fassone wanted to build a
trustworthy relationship with employees by sharing the forthcoming strategic
guidelines to give new energy and momentum to this top-rated.
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ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT
The process that led to AC Milan S.p.A.’s change of ownership from Fininvest
to Rossoneri Lux was complex and it lasted almost the entire 2016/2017
season.
The fulfilments related to the due diligence phase have bound the development
of new projects. For this reason, we decided to work on two fronts. On the one
hand, to expand those initiatives that foster the professional and human
growth of the people who belong to Milan Group. The Company’s agreement to
the proposal of the school-to-work alternation was confirmed. “Last season 6
athletes of the youth sector were able to “experience” the Club collaborating
with the departments of the company: they discovered the company’s life and
the “behind the scenes” of the Club and they have prepared three works,
deepening issues such as “The Integrated Method”, “Life at the Residence” and
“Football vs. NBA”.
This is how we must approach the work done for the organization of the
company’s charity work. Cooperation agreements have been signed with some
Lombard hospitals o give AC Milan’s employees the chance to put their skills
and time at the service of the many associations operating within the
structures to support the care process for hospitalized people with special
attention to the little patients who are always in the Company’s heart.
Last season, 10 employees continuously collaborated with three associations in
the hospitals affiliated with AC Milan.
Furthermore, AC Milan's commitment to invest in the training of its people has
been confirmed: language courses have already been provided, as well as
courses to study soft skills for executives and managers.
At the same time, we decided to keep and create opportunities dedicated to
employees’ wellbeing and to foster a constructive working environment in a
certainly delicate moment in the Club's history.
Agreements and discounts were confirmed thanks to the valuable collaboration
with sponsors and other businesses to give the opportunity to purchase goods
and services at affordable prices. Again in 2016/2017 season, the Company
has contributed to ATM annual subscription, undertaking 20% of the total cost;
the employees are also covered by a supplementary health policy which can be
extended to their entire family.
As a natural evolution of Food Safety information campaigns organized in
15/16 season, a Company’s nutritionist was available for employees for free to
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define a personalized food path: 28 employees took advantage of this
opportunity.
We wanted to offer informal moments to facilitate the link and collaboration
among colleagues. The first one was 2016 Christmas party organized at San
Siro Stadium at the end of the match against Atalanta. During the evening, for
the first time in AC Milan’s history, employees who celebrated a particular
working anniversary during the season, were awarded. 17 employees were
greeted and thanked by the CEO and by a champion of the First Team as well
as getting cheered by the whole company.
At the end of the season, for the fourth year in a row, the “Bimbi in ufficio”
event was organized, during which employees' children spent a day together
with their mums and dads at the workplace. This day was employees’ first
informal occasion to meet the new top management to confirm the
commitment of the new CEO to start and build a transparent relationship with
his collaborators right from the beginning. The children were the real
protagonists of the day: in the afternoon, they were asked to dress up as
journalists to prepare a press conference in the dedicated hall inside Casa
Milan. The young reporters, led by Fabio Guadagnini – AC Milan's new Chief
Communication Officer - were able to interview two champions who have made
the Club's history great: Franco Baresi and Filippo Galli who answered to all
the questions of the “journalists” present in the hall.
Finally, during 2016/2017 season, the company has set-up a program of team
building activities to involve employees, collaborators and AC Milan
testimonials: the first test was carried out during the New York Marathon on
November 6, 2016.
18 employees, led by Massimo Ambrosini, trained to cover the 42 km of the
Marathon. Everyone contributed by making this sports’ and shared experience,
a further opportunity to promote AC Milan’s colours in the world.
In November 2016, as usual, we involved trainees for on boarding: Human
Resources & Organization Director met them and told them about business life,
after having introduced them at Casa Milan.
TRAINING
Appropriate and continuous training is essential for the growth of human
resources. During 2016/2017 season, numerous training courses were
provided to develop soft skills and specific technical skills, such as an English
language courses for managers, coach and sports director, and other key
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people. The course was attended by about 40 people, including 10 Group
executives. In addition, the Group has financed Sole24Ore several masters.
The training also included the obligations provided for by the law relevant to
workers’ health and safety.
HEALTH & SAFETY
Milan Group considers the protection of its workers’ safety and health of major
importance, for this reason the Group is committed to implement effective
tools for the management, control and prevention of all health and safety
aspects of the workplace that can generate an improvement in employees’
working conditions.
The Group's management system relies on the support of specialized staff and
risk assessment tools such as a risks assessment report relevant to safety and
health at work, prevention and protection measures and a plan of appropriate
measures to ensure the improvement of safety levels over time.
Regular meetings are scheduled with Workers' Safety Representatives with the
aim of constantly informing and training on these issues.
FUTURE GOALS
Human resources management is one of the key processes to create value and
business success. The goals for the next season are:
•

MBO Plan:
The Incentive Plan has the following purposes:

-

To support the effective implementation of the business strategy for the
coming years

-

To address and facilitate the ongoing organizational change

-

To consolidate management’s commitment to the strategic guidelines
and to promote individual development

-

To manage performances to ensure constant consistency between the
responsibilities and the strategic objectives assigned.

-

To support the transformation process by initially focusing on critical
roles with strategic responsibilities.
In order to pursue these purposes, we segmented the corporate
population pursuant to a mix of the two criteria widely used by the
market: the organizational level and the complexity of the position held.
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The most appropriate objectives will be identified for each segment.
These objectives will be shared by Chiefs, executives and managers.

•

Analysis of Company’s climate:
Through the analysis of Company’s climate we can measure various
indicators to obtain an overview of the situation within the Company. The
aim pursued is to enhance the relationship between organization and
people, highlighting how organizing a job means improving
performances, making the job more pleasant, also focusing on implicit,
informal, symbolic, latent aspects of the company that can be exploited
to give more dignity to jobs as a source of satisfaction and well-being
and as one of the means to improve the quality of life.
In order to obtain a complete overview of these aspects, we will use a
questionnaire which will analyse the following constructs:

-

Satisfaction

-

Relationship with the diversity

-

Conflict Vs Collaboration

-

Level of involvement

•

Training:
A plan to analyse the training needs perceived is on the way in order to
favor the development of resources and, consequently, of the entire
Company. The development of training paths will follow the
abovementioned analysis and it will be aimed at expanding the technical
and personal background, in compliance with the indications of the
people involved. The logic will be to make the participants actors and
authors of their own training. Some topics of particular interest, in
response to the particular historical moment of the Club, will be the
change management and the team building. This last initiative will
involve all employees and technical staff, with the aim of creating
knowledge, involvement and belonging among employees, part of
different departments, gathering them under a single concept: “We are
team”. The event will include a day at Milanello preceded by a three-day
preparatory phase with teams’ captains only.

•

Skills analysis:
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Skills Report (BdC) means a structured analysis and a pathway to give
people awareness of their skills, abilities, attitudes and aspirations in
every phase of their professional life with the aim of defining a plan for
the development of their own potential.

Total workforce
Total Workforce
Number of
people

Employees
Interns
Total

As of June 30, 2015

As of June 30, 2016

Men

Women

Total

Men Women

85

65

150

80

-

-

-

85

65

150

As of June 30, 2017

Total

Men

Women

Total

63

143

85

63

148

-

-

-

1

1

2

80

63

143

86

64

150

Employees by employee category and gender
Employees by employee category and gender
As of June 30, 2016
Number of people

Men

Women

Total

% over total number of employees

10

4

14

10%

2

1

3

2%

Middle Management

14

8

22

15%

Employees

53

48

101

71%

1

2

3

2%

80

63

143

100%

Managers
Journalists

Workmen
Total

112

Employees by employee category and gender
As of June 30, 2017
Number of people

Men

Women

Total

% over total number of employees

12

2

14

9%

1

1

2

1%

Middle Management

15

9

24

16%

Employees

56

49

105

71%

1

2

3

2%

85

63

148

100%

Managers
Journalists

Workmen
Total

Employee new hires
Employee new hires
As of June 30, 2016

Number of people

<30

30-50

50>

Total

Turnover %

Men

1

2

1

4

5.00%

Women

-

3

-

3

4.76%

Total

1

5

1

7

4.90%

Employee new hires
As of June 30, 2017

Number of people

<30

30-50

50>

Total

Turnover %

Men

2

9

2

13

15.29%

Women

-

4

-

4

6.35%

Total

2

13

2

17

11.49%
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Employee terminations
Employee terminations
As of June 30, 2016

Number of people

<30

30-50

50>

Total

Turnover %

Men

1

8

6

15

18.75%

Women

-

1

2

3

4.76%

Total

1

9

8

18

12.59%

Employee terminations
As of June 30, 2017
Number of
people

<30

30-50

50>

Total

Turnover %

Men

1

10

4

15

17.65%

Women

-

2

2

4

6.35%

Total

1

12

6

19

12.48%

Employees by employees category and age group
Employees by employees category and age group
As of June 30, 2016
Number of people

<30

30-50

50>

Totale

Managers

-

10

4

14

Journalists

-

2

1

3

Middle Management

-

14

8

22

10

68

23

101

-

1

2

3

10

95

38

143

Employees
Workmen
Total

114

Employees by employees category and age group
As of June 30, 2017
Number of people

<30

30-50

50>

Totale

Managers

-

9

5

14

Journalists

-

1

1

2

Middle Management

-

16

8

24

10

71

24

105

-

3

3

97

41

148

Employees
Workmen

-

Total

10

Employees by employment contract and gender
Employees by employment contract and gender (Permanent contract vs Fixed-term contract)
Number of people

As of June 30, 2015

As of June 30, 2016

As of June 30, 2017

Men

Men

Men

Women

Total

Women Total

Women

Total

Fixed-term contract

21

6

27

7

2

9

15

2

17

Permanent contract

64

59

123

73

61

134

70

61

131

Total

85

65

150

80

63

143

85

63

148

Employees by employment contract and gender (Full time vs Part time)
As of June 30, 2015

As of June 30, 2016

As of June 30, 2017

Number of people
Men

Women

Total

Men

Women

Total

Men

Full time

64

50

114

73

51

124

85

52

137

Part time

-

9

9

-

10

10

-

11

11

64

59

123

73

61

134

85

63

148

Total

115

Women

Total

Protected categories
Protected categories
As of June 30, 2017

Number of people

Men

Women

Total

Managers

1

-

1

Journalists

-

-

-

Middle Management

3

2

5

Employees

-

-

-

Total

4

2

6
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Economic performance
Being competitive in football’s world, today more than ever, means to be able
to anticipate the most important trends and sports, social and economic
changes.
AC Milan is embracing these years of deep change through a path of evolution
and internal development, also linked to this year’s corporate reorganization.
While maintaining solid roots in the great tradition of its past, AC Milan decided
to look to the future and to open up to the opportunities that football offers:
development of the Asian market, exponential growth of the brand and
international appeal, winning new supporters (from the millennials to women’s
world to those who are not interested in football): these are just some of the
enormous opportunities we can exploit.
An important lever for revenues’ improvement is that of sports results and
qualification to European tournaments, which guarantee important incomes as
well as a significant reputational benefit.
Every year, and, pursuant to its sustainability strategy, Milan Group - in
addition its objectives of economic and financial growth - is committed to
creating value for all its Stakeholders, in a long-term perspective.
The table below shows the economic value generated and distributed by
the Group.

000 2015 2014
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€/000

2016

2015*

229,187

210,414

25,472

16,681

-57

54

Change of contract work in progress

-

-

Increases for capitalised costs and fixed assets

-

-

210,713

196,691

170

13

Value adjustment on financial activities

-7,111

-3,025

Group’s Economic value distributed

236,409

237,202

68,830

70,257

3,940

4,376

43,370

40,297

9,513

10,771

12,007

14,813

157,802

163,868

157,802

163,868

4,898

8,216

4,898

8,216

4,879

-5,139

4,879

-5,139

Economic value retained by the Group

-7,222

-26,788

Amortization and depreciation

58,991

51,222

Risks provisions

8,658

11,069

Operating result

-74,871

-89,079

Economic value generated by the Group
Revenues from sales and services
Change in inventories still in progress, of finished and semi-finished products

Other revenues and income
Financial income

Production costs reclassified
Raw, ancillary, consumer materials and goods
Services
Use of assets owned by third parties
Other management charges
Staff remuneration
Staff costs
Payment to financiers
Financing costs
Payment to Public Administration
Income taxes

*“The figures relating to fiscal year 2015 have been reclassified, compared to the values published in 2015/2016
Sustainability Report, in light of the application of the new OIC accounting standards adopted for the preparation of
2016 Consolidated Report, as amended following the implementation of EU Directive 2013/34/EU (so-called
Accounting Directive) with Legislative Decree No. 139/2015”.
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Distribution of 2016 Value Added
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7. METHODOLOGICAL NOTE
Milan Group (the “Group”) Sustainability Report, now in its fifth edition, aims
to report and communicate, in a transparent way, the Group's performances
relevant to sustainability issues, and was drafted to ensure the understanding
of the business activity, its trend, its performances and the impact produced
with reference to 2016/2017 season (from July 1 to June 30). Please note that
the economic-financial data refer to year 2016.
The identification of the relevant topics for Milan Group and its stakeholders
took place through the materiality analysis, a structured process in compliance
with the Global Reporting Initiative - GRI guidelines and the AccountAbility
AA1000APS standard. Furthermore, this analysis was carried out in continuity
with last year’s achievements and we provided for a comparison with the
sector's best practices in order to have a broader comparison.
2016/2017 Sustainability Report has been drafted pursuant to the “G4
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines" (2013), integrated with the" Event
Organizers Sector Disclosures" (2014), identified by the GRI - Global Reporting
Initiative, in accordance with the "Core" option.
The reporting scope is the same as the Group's consolidated financial
statements.
For the purposes of the Sustainability Report, M-I Stadio S.r.l. has been fully
considered (100%) with reference to qualitative information and quantitative
data concerning social and environmental aspects; on the other hand, the data
relating to the workforce are not included in the reporting scope. As far as the
economic-financial data are concerned, 50% of the company was consolidated
with the "net equity method", in line with the Group's Consolidated Financial
Statements.
In addition, we included data and information related to Fondazione Milan
Onlus, which represents an important means through which Milan pursues its
social strategies.
On 13 April 2017, Fininvest Spa finalized the sale to the company Rossoneri
Sport Investment Lux of the entire shareholding, equal to 99.93%, held in AC
Milan S.p.A. This sale led to the reorganization of the Club's governance
structure described in the chapter "Club identity". There were no further
significant changes relating to the size, to the corporate’s structure and to
supply chain of the Group during the 2016/2017 season.
The data relating to the previous seasons are shown in the Report for
comparative purposes, to allow stakeholders to assess the sustainability
performances over time. Any changes in data compared to 2015/2016
Sustainability Report are reported directly in the document.
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To ensure data reliability, we limited the use of estimates as much as possible
and, if present, the estimates were appropriately reported and based on the
best available methodologies.
This Report is subject to a limited review ("limited assurance engagement"
according to the criteria indicated by ISAE 3000 Revised principle) by Deloitte
& Touche SpA, according to the procedures indicated in the Independent
Auditor's Report included in this document.
The Report is published annually on Milan Group website www.acmilan.com in
the Club / Sustainability / Reporting section.
For ease of reference, we chose to use a simple and clear language in the
document’s editorial writing and to present the data with images, graphs and
tables. The Report, like the previous year, was entirely made online and
presented in an interactive way.
For further information you may access the website www.acmilan.com, which
includes the reports relating to seasons 2012/2013, 2013/2014, 2014/2015
and 2015/2016 or write to csr@acmilan.it
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8. INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
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GRI CONTENT INDEX
Indicator

Page

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURE
Strategy and analysis

G4 - 1

Statement from the most senior decisionmaker of the organization about the relevance
of sustainability to the organization and its
strategy

Letter to stakeholders, 4

Organizational profile
G4 - 3

G4 - 4

Name of the Group

The Milan Group, 6

Primary brands, products and services

The sole purpose of AC Milan
Spa is sports activities and in
particular, training,
preparation and management
of football teams, as well as
the promotion and
organization of matches,
tournaments and any other
football activity in general,
with the purposes and
pursuant to FIGC and its
Bodies’ rules and directives
The Milan Group, 6-8

G4 - 5

Headquarters

Via Aldo Rossi, 8 - 20149 Milan

G4 - 6

Main countries of operations

Italy (headquarters: Casa
Milan, sports centres: Milanello
and Vismara; the group
internationally works in
countries with relationships
with FIFA, UEFA and ECA).

G4 - 7

Ownership structure and legal identity

6. Club’s identity – Corporate
Governance, 102
2. Community Engagement –
Milan Academy, 49-54

G4 - 8

2. Community Engagement –
Casa Milan and Museo Mondo
Milan, 57-59

Markets served

4. Fan Zone – Borderless
passion, 78-79
Our numbers, 5
G4 - 9

4. Fan Zone – The experience
at “San Siro” Stadium, 79-81

Scale of the Group

6. Club’s identity - Economic
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Omissions

Indicator

Page
performance, 117-119
6. Club’s identity – Our people,
112-116

G4 - 10

Workforce characteristics

G4 - 11

All employees are covered by
Percentage of employees covered by collective
collective bargaining
bargaining agreements
agreements.
5. Environment and Supply
Chain – Resource Management
and territorial safeguard, 100101

G4 - 12

Description of the supply chain

G4 - 13

5. Environment and Supply
Chain - Resource Management
Significant changes during the reporting period and territorial safeguard, 100regarding size, structure, ownership or supply 101
chain
6. Club’s identity – Corporate
Governance, 102-107
6. Club’s identity – Corporate
Governance, 104

G4 - 14

Application of the precautionary approach to
risk management

G4 - 15

Subscribing or adoption of code of conduct,
principles and charters developed by external
organizations/associations relating to
economic, social, environmental performances

Each action is planned with a
view to sustainability and in
compliance with the rules set
by the Financial Fair Play
promoted by UEFA

G4 - 16

Membership in national and/or international
trade associations in which the Group holds a
position on governance bodies

The Milan Group, 8

6. Club’s identity –
Governance’s pillars, 105-107

Materiality and reports perimeter

G4 - 17

6. Club’s identity – Corporate
Group’s operating structure, considering also
the main departments, operational companies, governance, 102
subsidiaries and joint ventures
Methodological Note, 120-121

G4 - 18

Process for defining the Sustainability Report's Sustainability for Milan, 9-13
content
Methodological Note, 120-121

G4 - 19

Material aspects identified

Sustainability for Milan, 11-13

G4 - 20

Internal Material aspects

Sustainability for Milan, 11-13

G4 - 21

External Material aspects

Sustainability for Milan, 11-13

G4 - 22

Restatements of information provided in the

Methodological Note, 120-121
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Omissions

Indicator

Page
previous Sustainability Report

G4 - 23

Significant changes in terms of objectives and
perimeters compared to the previous
Sustainability Report

Methodological Note, 120-121

Stakeholder engagement
G4 - 24

Categories and groups of stakeholders
engaged by the Group

Sustainability for Milan, 10-11

G4 - 25

Stakeholders’ identification process

Sustainability for Milan, 10-11
Sustainability for Milan, 10-11

G4 - 26

G4 - 27

Approach to stakeholders’ engagement,
including frequencies and types of activity

Key aspects emerged from stakeholders’
engagement

2. Community Engagement –
Milan Academy, 50-52
2. Community Engagement –
Responsible agreements with
Partners and Licensees, 60-63
Sustainability for Milan, 12-13

Report's profile
G4 - 28

Reporting period of the Sustainability Report

Methodological Note, 120-121

G4 - 29

Publication date of the previous Sustainability
Report

The previous Sustainability
Report was published online in
the first half of 2017

G4 - 30

Reporting cycle

Methodological Note, 120-121

G4 - 31

Info contacts for the Sustainability Report

Methodological Note, 120-121

G4 - 32

GRI Content Index

GRI Content Index, 123-129

G4 - 33

External assurance

Independent Auditors’ Report,
122

Corporate’s governance structure

6. Club’s identity – Corporate
Governance, 102-107

Governance
G4 - 34

Etichs and Integrity

G4 - 56

Values, principles, standards and rules of
behavior of the organization

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURE
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Sustainability for AC Milan, 9
6. Club’s identity –
Governance’s pillars, 105-107

Omissions

Indicator

Page

Category: Economic
Economic Performance
G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

6. Club’s identity - Economic
Performance, 117

G4-EC1

Economic value directly generated and
distributed, including revenues, operating
costs, employees wages and benefits,
Community investments, economic value
retained, payments to providers of capital and
to Public Administration

6. Club’s identity - Economic
Performance, 117-119

Indirect Economic Impacts
2. Community Engagement –
Casa Milan e Museo Mondo
Milan, 57-59
G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

2. Community Engagement –
Responsible Agreements with
Partnership and Licensing, 6063
3. Fondazione Milan, 64-67

G4-EC7

Development and impact of investments in
infrastructures and services provided mainly
for “public utility”, through commercial
commitments, donations of products/ services,
pro bono activities

2. Community Engagement –
Casa Milan and Museo Mondo
Milan, 57-59
3. Fondazione Milan, 67-75
4. Fan Zone – The experience
at “San Siro” Stadium, 79-85

Category: Environment
Energy
G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

5. Environment and Supply
Chain – 95-101

G4-EN3

Energy consumption

5. Environment and Supply
Chain – Environmental
impacts, 95-100

G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

5. Environment and Supply
Chain, 95-100

G4-EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

5. Environment and Supply
Chain – Environmental
impacts, 95-100

Water
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Omissions

Indicator

Page

Emissions
G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

5. Environment and Supply
Chain – 95-100

G4-EN15

Direct greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)
(Scope 1)

5. Environment and Supply
Chain – Environmental
impacts, 96

G4-EN16

Indirect greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)
(Scope 2)

5. Environment and Supply
Chain – Environmental
impacts, 96

Effluents and Waste
G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

5. Environment and Supply
Chain, 95-100

G4-EN23

Total weight of waste by type and disposal
method

5. Environment and Supply
Chain – Environmental
impacts, 95-100

Category: Social
Sub-category: Working Practices and Decent Working Conditions
Employment
G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

6. Club’s identity – Our people,
107-112

G4-LA1

Total number and rates of new employee hires
6. Club’s identity – Our people,
and employee turnover by age group, gender
112-116
and region

Employees' health and safety
G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

6. Club’s identity – Our people,
110

G4-LA5

Percentage of the total workforce represented
in the workers’ formal management and safety
who help monitor and recommend
occupational health and safety programs

100% of employees are
represented within the
company-worker health and
safety committees.

Training and Education

G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

G4-LA10

Programs for skills management and lifelong
learning that support the continued
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6. Club’s identity - Our
people - Training, 109-110
6. Club’s identity - Our
people - Future goals, 111
6. Club’s identity - Our
people - Training, 109-110

Omissions

Indicator

Page
employability of employees and assist them in
managing career endings

6. Club’s identity - Our
people - Future goals, 111

Diversity and Equal Opportunities
G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

G4-LA12

Composition of governance bodies and
breakdown of employees per employee
category according to gender
age group and other indicators of diversity

6. Club’s identity – Our people,
107-112
6. Club’s identity – Corporate
Governance, 103
6. Club’s identity – Our
people - Total workforce, 112116

Sub-category: Society
Anti-Corruption

G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

G4-SO5

Confirmed corruption offences and actions
taken in response

The Milan Group , 8
6. Club’s identity –
Governance's pillars, 105-107
6. Club’s identity – Corporate
Governance, 104

Inclusiveness

G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

The Milan Group, 7-8
6. Club’s identity –
Governance's pillars, 105-107
2. Community Engagement –
Milan Academy, 55-57

G4-EO5

Types and impacts of initiatives aimed at
promoting social inclusion

3. Fondazione Milan, 67-75
4. Fan Zone – The experience
at “San Siro” Stadium, 81-84

Types and impacts of initiatives aimed at
favouring an accessible environment

4. Fan Zone – The experience
at “San Siro” Stadium, 81-84

G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

4. Fan Zone – The experience
at “San Siro” Stadium, 84-86

G4-SO8

Monetary value of significant fines and total
number of non-monetary sanctions for noncompliance with laws or regulations

4. Fan Zone – The experience
at “San Siro” Stadium, 86

G4-EO6
Compliance

Product responsibility
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Omissions

Indicator

Page
2. Community Engagement –
Milan Academy, 49-50

G4-DMA

General information about management
approach

2. Community Engagement –
Casa Milan and Mondo Milan,
57-59
3. Fondazione Milan, 67-75
4. Fan Zone – The experience
at “San Siro” Stadium, 79-81
2. Community Engagement –
Milan Academy, 55-57

G4-EO11

Number, type and impacts of sustainability
initiatives aimed at increasing awareness,
sharing knowledge and encouraging the
change of high-impact behaviours, and results
achieved.

2. Community Engagement –
Casa Milan and Mondo Milan,
57-59
3. Fondazione Milan, 67-75
4. Fan Zone – The experience
at “San Siro” Stadium, 83-85
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